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CSX Corp. et al — Control and Operating
Leases/Agreements — Conrail Inc. et al.

COMMENTS OF
THE NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRANSPORTATION LEAGUE
ON PROPOSED PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE

Pursuant to Decision No. 2 in this proceeding (served April 21, 1997), 62 Fed Reg. 19390, The National Industrial Transportation League (the League) hereby comments on the procedural schedule proposed to the Board for adoption by the Applicants in this proceeding. The National Industrial Transportation League strongly believes that the highly compressed schedule proposed by the Applicants should not be adopted in this proceeding. The schedule proposed by the League is set out in Attachment A.

ARGUMENT

The procedural schedule proposed by the Applicants would deprive the League and other parties of a fair opportunity to participate in this important proceeding. It would also deprive the Board of an opportunity to receive and consider a fully-developed record on the important issues that are involved. To require interested parties, including the League, to expend the very substantial

1 The Applicants have proposed a schedule based largely on the schedule adopted by the Interstate Commerce Commission in Finance Docket No. 32760, Union Pacific Corp. et al — Control and Merger — Southern Pacific Rail Corp. et al. ("UP/SP"). See CSX/NS-4.
resources necessary to analyze this major railroad control transaction, under the
time constraints proposed by the Applicants, would be highly prejudicial and
unfair. It would deprive the League, and other representatives of the shipping
public, of a fair opportunity, under the circumstances of this proceeding, both to
review and analyze the voluminous and detailed evidence to be submitted in
support of and in opposition to the application; any related abandonment
applications to be filed by the Applicants; and the inconsistent applications that
may be filed by other rail carriers and/or shippers.

Most importantly, this proposed schedule will foreclose an adequate
opportunity to develop and present evidence on whether or not this transaction, as
proposed by the Applicants, can be found to satisfy the statutory standard of being
“consistent with the public interest.” 49 U.S.C. §11324(c). The application and
implementation of that standard is highly dependent on the factual circumstances
Therefore, the Board must not overlook its obligation to permit the development of
a record of these circumstances by conducting a fair and adequate “public hearing,”
as required by the provisions of both the Interstate Transportation Act and the

The fundamental error underlying the Applicant’s proposed procedural
schedule is its belief that it will enable the Board to determine, in accordance with
the requirements of law, that the transaction at issue is one that will meet the public
interest standards of the Interstate Transportation Act. 49 U.S.C. §11324(b)(1) and
(c). The authority to make that determination is given by Congress to the Board.
But in accordance with fundamental notions of due process and fair procedures, the
Board has an obligation to adopt a procedural schedule that allows all of the parties
to have an adequate opportunity to participate in this proceeding. That
determination must be made with appropriate recognition of the due process
requirements embodied in the requirement of the Act for a public hearing on this application.

With all due respect, the League believes that the Board should not again become so caught up in the perceived need to convince the world that it can handle a major rail merger expeditiously, that it blinds itself to the fact that the hasty procedures that have been proposed for a matter of this significance are not fair procedures. They are not fair to the parties, but most importantly, such haste is not fair to the Board itself, because a headlong rush to decision may deprive the Board of the opportunity to receive meaningful evidence and argument from the affected parties on the significant issues raised by this proposed rail merger. The Board should not adopt procedures in this proceeding that prevent it from carefully and correctly discharging its statutory obligation to determine where the public interest lies. The statutory requirement for public hearings in a rail merger proceeding reflects a recognition by Congress that decisions on such transactions are far too important to be based on summary procedures.

The principal area of concern for the League is the time provided in the schedule for parties other than the Applicants to conduct discovery, prepare for and conduct depositions and prepare written evidence. The Applicants propose that this time period be 120 days after the filing of the primary application. Decision 2 at 4. This is the same time established by the Board in the procedural schedules adopted for the now-dismissed separate merger proceedings proposed by CSX and NS. Fin. Dkt. No. 33220, CSX Corp. et al. — Control and Merger — Conrail Inc. et al., Decision 8 (served Jan. 30, 1997) and Fin. Dkt. No. 33286, Norfolk Southern Corp. et al. — Control and Merger — Conrail Inc. et al., Decision 4 (served Jan. 30, 1997). Maintenance of this 120-day period is essential, as the Board

2 For the convenience of the Board and the parties, a comparison of the various adopted and proposed procedural schedules discussed in these comments is in Attachment B.
implicitly recognized in the prior proceedings, by declining to adopt the 75-day period it had first proposed. But beyond that initial period, there must also be adequate periods for developing a record related to the application, as well as any inconsistent or responsive applications. Finally, parties should have adequate time to prepare briefs to the Board summarizing the record and addressing the issues.

The League is also sympathetic with the Board’s need (in an era of declining resources) to have adequate time for consideration of the record in preparing its decision, after a fully and carefully developed record for decision has been developed. The Board should not allow its role in this proceeding to be reduced to “rubber-stamping” the Applicants’ merger application without carefully considering, on the basis of an adequate record, the public interest issues that it raises.

This control transaction involves all three remaining major carriers in the eastern United States and could involves troubling competitive issues in several major regions of the county. In that light, the Board must provide itself with a schedule that allows for adequate time period for development of both the record and its decision.

If approved as proposed, this transactions will result in the existence of only two major rail systems in the eastern third of the United States. The new statute explicitly requires the Board to consider imposing pro-competitive conditions in the form of “the divestiture of parallel tracks or requiring the granting of trackage rights and access to other facilities.” 49 U.S.C. §11324(c). Moreover, the Board will need to consider whether to impose the kind of broad-based competitive conditions imposed in the recent UP/SP decision in order to replicate the direct and indirect competition that might be lost if the proposed transaction is approved. UP/SP, Decision 44 at 106 and 146.
There are thus issues raised by this transaction that implicate the Board's carefully established policies governing railroad consolidations, which focuses on, among other things, the potential harm that the transaction may cause to the public, and the conditions, if any, that are necessary to ameliorate such harm without eliminating the public benefits. 49 C.F.R. §1180.1(c)(2) and (d). Those issues cannot be adequately addressed with regard to a transaction of this magnitude without a careful and thorough review of the Applicants' evidence, and an adequate opportunity for other parties to respond to that evidence, both by developing their own evidence and by testing the probative value of Applicants' supporting evidence.

Furthermore, the Applicants can be expected to file thousands of pages of evidence and supporting materials when they file their primary application and the related abandonment applications on or before July 10, 1997. In addition, under the proposed procedures, a document depository to be established by Applicants will contain numerous file cabinets full of supporting work papers and materials that must be reviewed, catalogued and analyzed in order to understand the evidence submitted by Applicants. Discovery is likely to be even more extensive and time-consuming than in either the BN/SF or the UP/SP proceedings. Any schedule, whether it is the summary one proposed by the Applicants, or any other, depends for its ultimate success, as in any proceeding of this complexity and importance, on the fair and adequate opportunity for parties to obtain necessary and appropriate discovery.

The Board's rail merger regulations explicitly encourage public participation in the process of considering a rail merger. 49 C.F.R. §1180.1(h). If that invitation is not to become a hollow one, the Board must adopt a more reasonable schedule than the one proposed by Applicants.
It should also be kept in mind that the Applicants will have had several months to prepare their primary application and supporting evidence. A corresponding amount of time is essential for the responsive evidence to be prepared. Thus, the League urges the Board not to adopt the schedule the Applicants proposed, but to adopt the schedule attached to these comments. That schedule provides sufficient time for conduct of discovery after each round of evidentiary submission and allows a reasonable time for the preparation of the appropriate responsive evidence. It also provides the Board with adequate time to review the record and reach a reasoned decision.

CONCLUSION

In light of the foregoing considerations, the Board should not adopt the procedural schedule proposed by Applicants. It should modify the schedule proposed by the Applicants in accordance with the suggested schedule in Attachment A. The League strongly but respectfully urges the Board to recognize the need for careful and balanced development of a record for decision on this important proceeding and to adopt the schedule proposed in Attachment A hereto.

Respectfully submitted,

The National Industrial Transportation League
1700 North Moore Street
Suite 1900
Arlington, VA 22209

By: Nicholas J. DiMichael
Frederic L. Wood
Donelan, Cleary, Wood & Maser, P.C.
1100 New York Avenue, NW, Suite 750
Washington, DC 20005-3934
Tel. (202) 371-9500

Dated: May 1, 1997
Due Date: May 1, 1997
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I have this 1st day of May, 1997, served a copy of the foregoing comments upon counsel of record for the Applicants both by first-class mail and by telecopy, and upon all other parties of record, by first-class mail, postage prepaid, in accordance with the Board’s Rules of Practice.
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FD 35388 NTL-2 5/1/97
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>F-30</th>
<th>Preliminary Environmental Report provided to Section of Environmental Analysis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Primary application and related applications filed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+30</td>
<td>Board notice of acceptance of primary application and related applications served and published in Federal Register, including notice of any transaction-related abandonment proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+45</td>
<td>Notification of intent to participate in proceeding due, including notice of intent to participate in abandonment proceedings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+60</td>
<td>Description of anticipated inconsistent and responsive applications due.; petitions for waiver or clarification due with respect to such applications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+120</td>
<td>Inconsistent and responsive applications due. All comments and protests, requests for conditions and any other opposition evidence and arguments due (and supporting evidence) due. Comments and supporting evidence by U.S. Department of Transportation and Department of Justice due. Opposition submissions, requests for public use conditions and Trails Act requests due for all transaction-related abandonment proposals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+135</td>
<td>Notice of acceptance (if required) of inconsistent and responsive applications served and published in the Federal Register.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+150</td>
<td>Response to inconsistent and responsive applications due. Response to comments, protests, requested conditions and other opposition to primary applications due. Rebuttal in support of primary applications due and related applications due. Rebuttal [and] responses to requests for public use and Trails Act conditions for transaction-related abandonments due</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+175</td>
<td>Rebuttal in support of inconsistent and responsive applications due.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+205</td>
<td>Briefs due, all parties (not to exceed 50 pages), except that CSX and NS may file separate briefs, each not to exceed 50 pages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+230</td>
<td>Oral argument (at Board’s discretion).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+235</td>
<td>Voting conference.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F+280</td>
<td>Date for service of final decision.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Immediately upon each evidentiary filing, the filing party will place all documents relevant to the filing (other than documents that are privileged or otherwise protected from discovery) in a depository open to all parties, and will make its witnesses available for discovery depositions. Access to documents
subject to protective order will be appropriately restricted. Parties seeking
discovery depositions may proceed by agreement. Relevant excerpts of transcripts
will be received in lieu of cross-examination at the hearing, unless cross-
examination is needed to resolve material issues of disputed fact. Discovery on
responsive applications will begin immediately upon their filing. The
Administrative Law Judge assigned to this proceeding will have the authority
initially to resolve any discovery disputes.
## COMPARISON OF PROCEDURAL SCHEDULES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>UP/SP (Decision #6)</th>
<th>CSX Dec. No. 8 NS Dec. No. 4</th>
<th>Applicants' Proposed</th>
<th>NITL Proposed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Environmental Report provided to Section of Environmental Analysis</td>
<td></td>
<td>F-30</td>
<td>F-30</td>
<td>F-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary application (including the Environmental Report) and related applications filed.</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board notice of acceptance of primary application and related applications [petitions, and notices] published in the Federal Register, including notice of any transaction-related abandonment proposals.</td>
<td>F+30</td>
<td>F+30</td>
<td>F+30</td>
<td>F+30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notification of intent to participate in proceeding due, including notice of intent to participate in abandonment proceedings.</td>
<td>F+45</td>
<td>F+45</td>
<td>F+45</td>
<td>F+45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of anticipated inconsistent and responsive applications due; petitions for waiver or clarification due with respect to such applications.</td>
<td>F+60</td>
<td>F+60</td>
<td>F+60</td>
<td>F+60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inconsistent and responsive applications due. All comments, protests, requests for conditions, and any other opposition evidence and arguments due. Comments by U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) and U.S. Department of Transportation (DOT) due. Opposition submissions, requests for public use conditions, and Trails Act requests due for all transaction-related abandonment proposals.</td>
<td>F+120</td>
<td>F+120</td>
<td>F+120</td>
<td>F+120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Notice of acceptance (if required) of inconsistent and responsive applications published in the Federal Register.</td>
<td>F+135</td>
<td>F+150</td>
<td>F+135</td>
<td>F+135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITEM</td>
<td>UP/SP (Decision #6)</td>
<td>CSX/NS (Decision No.)</td>
<td>Applicants Proposed</td>
<td>NITL Proposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response to inconsistent and responsive applications due. Response to comments, protests, requested conditions, and other opposition due. Rebuttal in support of primary application and related applications due. Rebuttal [and] responses to requests for public use and Trails Act conditions for transaction-related abandonment's due.</td>
<td>F+150</td>
<td>F+180</td>
<td>F+150</td>
<td>F+150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebuttal in support of inconsistent and responsive applications due.</td>
<td>F+165</td>
<td>F+225</td>
<td>F+165</td>
<td>F+175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Briefs due, all parties (not to exceed 50 pages), except that CSX and NS may file separate briefs, each not to exceed 50 pages.</td>
<td>F+185</td>
<td>F+260</td>
<td>F+185</td>
<td>F+205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oral argument (at Board’s discretion).</td>
<td>F+215</td>
<td>F+300</td>
<td>F+200</td>
<td>F+230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Voting conference.</td>
<td>F+217</td>
<td>F+305</td>
<td>F+205</td>
<td>F+235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of service of final decision</td>
<td>F+255</td>
<td>F+365</td>
<td>F+255</td>
<td>F+280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
By Hand
Hon. Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W., Room 714
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001

Re: Finance Docket No. 33388, CSX and Norfolk Southern -- Control and Lease -- Conrail

May 1, 1997

Dear Secretary Williams:

On behalf of Canadian National Railway Company, enclosed are the signed original and 25 copies of its Comments On Proposed Procedural Schedule (CM-6). For your convenience, a 3.5-inch floppy diskette in Wordperfect 5.1 is enclosed.

Kindly stamp the enclosed additional copy of this letter at the time of filing and return it to our messenger.

Sincerely yours,

L. John Osborn

Enclosures

cc: Director David M. Konschnik
    Administrative Law Judge Leventhal
    Counsel for all parties
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Dated: May 1, 1997
Canadian National Railway Company ("CN") hereby provides the following comments on the procedural schedule proposed by the Joint Applicants\(^1\) in CSX/NS-4, to which the Board invited comments in Decision No. 2, served April 21, 1997.

For the reasons set forth below, the 255-day schedule proposed by applicants is unduly short, and should not be adopted. The Board should retain the 365-day procedural schedule earlier adopted for the separate proposals to acquire Conrail in CSX/Conrail\(^2\) and

---

\(^1\) As used herein, unless the context indicates otherwise, "CSX" includes CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc., "NS" includes Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company, and "Conrail" includes Conrail, Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation. CSX, NS and Conrail are collectively referred to as "Joint Applicants."

\(^2\) See Finance Docket No. 33220, CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc. -- Control and Merger -- Conrail, Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation, Decision No. 8, served January 30, 1997 (unprinted) ("CSX/Conrail").
NS/Conrail. A 365-day schedule constitutes the minimum amount of time needed to conduct proceedings on a transaction as unique and complex as that presented in the instant case, which involves the proposed purchase and break-up of the largest railroad in the Northeast by its only other large railroad competitors in the East. The Joint Applicants, moreover, have advanced no valid reasons why more expedited treatment is needed.

A. The "Front End" of the Proposed Schedule Is Appropriate, and Should Not Be Shortened or Altered

As a preliminary matter, there should be no controversy as to the "front end" of the schedule proposed by Joint Applicants, which is identical to the procedural schedules earlier adopted by the Board in CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail. When the Board adopted those schedules, it received and considered extensive comments on the issue of whether opposition evidence and requests for conditions should be due on day F + 120, at the same time as inconsistent and responsive applications. This issue had two facets. The first concerned the undue burden that would result if opposition evidence and requests for conditions were required to be filed sooner than day F + 120. The second, as noted by CSX and NS themselves, concerned the impracticality of having separate due dates, and the distinct advantages of having a "consolidated" due date at F + 120 for all opposition evidence, requests for conditions, and responsive (including inconsistent) applications. The Board wisely adopted this approach.

3 See Finance Docket No. 33286, Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company -- Control -- Conrail, Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation, Decision No. 4, served January 30, 1997 (unprinted) ("NS/Conrail").
In their petition now seeking the adoption of a 255-day schedule, the Joint Applicants properly urge that the Board not alter the "front end" of the schedule previously adopted. CSX/NS-4 at 6-7. They recognize that those deadlines "reflect the well-considered, unanimous preferences" of all interested parties.

In short, there is no controversy regarding the "front end" of the schedule through F + 120, the Board should adhere to the approach followed in its earlier decisions.

B. The "Back End" of the 255-Day Schedule Proposed by Joint Applicants Is Unduly Truncated, and the Board Should Retain the 365-Day Schedule Earlier Adopted

The Joint Applicants' proposal for the "back end" of the schedule is onerous, unrealistic, and seeks expedition at the expense of full, thoughtful consideration of the issues raised by the proposed transaction. The application in this case will seek approval of the largest merger in the history of the railroad industry. The setting is the East -- and, to a large extent, the Northeast -- where no major railroad merger has occurred for many years. In a very real sense, the instant proceedings will constitute the resumption -- after a more than two-decade hiatus -- of a restructuring process that began in the 1970s. In its earlier phase, this restructuring process involved massive bankruptcies, extreme disruptions in rail service, and an unusually high level of governmental participation in the form of special legislation, the expenditure of substantial federal funds, and governmental ownership of Conrail. In order to decide the instant case, it will be necessary and appropriate to consider not only the current competitive environment, but also the unique circumstances and policy considerations that led to the creation of Conrail. A 365-day schedule is the minimum amount of time that the Board should allow for these purposes.
Indeed, the Board itself previously recognized the appropriateness of a 365-day schedule for deciding any merger involving Conrail. As the agency stated: "In summary, the procedural schedule we adopt here consisting of a 365-day time period is both fair to all of the parties and allows us sufficient time to resolve the unique issues that we anticipate will arise in connection with any merger proposal involving Conrail." See CSX/Conrail, Decision No. 8 at 8, and NS/Conrail, Decision No. 4 at 8 (emphasis added).^4

The accelerated, 255-day schedule now proposed by Joint Applicants is based on a faulty premise. Joint Applicants argue that the 365-day schedule early adopted by the Board was based entirely on the likelihood that a major inconsistent application would be filed. They say that "the situation of the two other major rail carriers in the Eastern United States filing inconsistent and hostile application [sic] to acquire all or substantially all of Conrail in the same docket is no longer presented, and adjustments tailored to that situation are not required." CSX/NS-4 at 4-5. There are two significant flaws in this argument.

The first is an assumption that the existing 365-day schedule would have proven adequate to allow proper consideration of competing, inconsistent applications to acquire Conrail. Would have been possible, within just the 60-day period between F + 120 and F + 180, to have completed all the steps required to address not just "garden variety" responsive applications, but also a separate and inconsistent proposal to acquire Conrail?^5 While we will

---

^4 The Board also stated that the schedule must allow more time than otherwise might be needed "[b]ecause there has not been a major merger in the East since the early 1980s . . . ." See CSX/Conrail, Decision No. 3 at 7, and NS/Conrail, Decision No. 1 at 5.

^5 These steps necessarily would have included the completion all document discovery on such applications, the conduct all depositions, analysis of the responsive and inconsistent applications, and preparation of all opposition evidence and/or applications responsive to the
never know for sure, it is far from clear that the 365-day schedule would have permitted proper consideration of such an inconsistent application.

In any event, even if it is assumed that the 365-day schedule somehow would have accommodated an inconsistent application to acquire Conrail, it does not follow that the absence of such an inconsistent application now justifies a shorter schedule. The current proposal itself involves unique issues of enormous importance -- a fact that Joint Applicants seek to downplay. But Joint Applicants, in a moment of candor, do acknowledge that this case will have some of the attributes and complexities of a case involving competing, inconsistent applications, stating:

This case . . . involves the extension of two separate and competing railroads into the territory now served by Conrail. It also involves separate, competing operating and marketing plans for those two railroads. The process thus has many of the aspects of separate applications by the two carriers.

CSX/NS-4 at 8. In other words, the two largest rail carriers in the East are proposing to acquire and divide their only significant rail competitor through a series of collaborative transactions that might be regarded as two mergers. This, combined with the fact that no significant railroad mergers have been consummated in the East for many years, is more than sufficient to justify a 365-day schedule.

Inconsistent application. In this regard, the Board has observed that, since descriptions of inconsistent and responsive applications were to be filed on F + 60, parties would have "in effect" 120 days to prepare their responses due on Day F + 180. CSX/Conrail, Decision No. 8 at 7, and NS/Conrail, Decision No. 4 at 7. With all due respect, even though the F + 60 description is of some value, it is no substitute for having an inconsistent or responsive application in hand, together with the necessary discovery. Also, during the period between F + 60 and F + 120, parties necessarily are occupied with other matters -- such as responding to the primary application.
Joint Applicants also overlook the possibility that, notwithstanding the absence of an inconsistent application to acquire Conrail, this case may well involve one or more responsive applications that will require thorough consideration. CN, for its part, is highly concerned with the shortfall in rail competition that would result from the current CSX/NS proposal, and CN is likely to seek affirmative relief through a responsive application. Other parties may also seek relief that would require the filing of responsive applications. Under the schedule proposed by Joint Applicants, all discovery with respect to such responsive applications would need to be completed, and all evidence in response to such applications would need to be filed, in a period of just 30 days. Rebuttal then would be due just 15 days later, with briefs following by just another 20 days. This is simply too tight a schedule for a case as significant as the break-up of Conrail.

Another serious deficiency in the 255-day schedule proposed by Joint Applicants is that it would rob the Board itself of the time needed for careful deliberation of the important issues presented. It must be assumed that the Board's members will be unlikely to know how they will resolve these issues until briefs are filed, and perhaps until they hear oral argument. The 365-day schedule itself will allow just 45 days from the filing of briefs to the voting conference, but the proposed 255-day schedule would cut this critical period to just 20 days, making it difficult or even impossible for the members to digest the huge record before casting their votes. It would be unwise to adopt such a shortened schedule in so important a case, particularly when a new member is likely to join the Board in the near future -- perhaps even after the primary application is filed. Obviously, the shortened schedule also would make it extremely difficult for the agency's staff to prepare a thorough decision.
Joint Applicants seek to justify the proposed 255-day schedule by alluding to the UPSP proceeding. As the Board has recognized, however, the transaction proposed in that case involved rail lines in the West, where other mergers recently had been proposed and implemented. Indeed, the proposal in UPSP was largely a response to the merger recently approved in BNSF, and expedited treatment in UPSP could be justified not only by the very fresh merger experience in the West but also by the concern that, without a prompt decision, the proposed UPSP system might fall behind its competitor BNSF. An additional factor that logically could have influenced the schedule in UPSP was concern about the viability of SP. Such factors are missing in this case. The CSX/NS proposal to acquire and divide Conrail is not made in response to any other recent merger, and Conrail is secure as an independent carrier.

This brings us to the Joint Applicants' purported justification for more expedited treatment than that already afforded by a 365-day schedule. In essence, they seek to justify an accelerated schedule by relying on their own decision to pay for Conrail's stock "up front," and to use a voting trust or trusts to complete the transaction even before filing an application with this Board. As a related matter, they express concern that, during the period of uncertainty pending Board consideration of the transaction (exacerbated by their own election to use voting trusts), there may be "attrition" of Conrail's management. CSX/NS-4 at 5-6.

Joint Applicants also seem to suggest that the instant case will be simpler than UPSP. They say that UPSP involved "serious competitive issues," and then go on to claim: "The transaction contemplated here will not present such [serious competitive] issues. On the contrary, it is clear that this transaction will significantly enhance rail competition in the Eastern United States." CSX/NS-4 at 4. This self-serving comment should be wholly discounted. It must be presumed that a merger of this historic proportion will raise "serious competitive issues," and CN intends to demonstrate the presence of such issues.
Joint Applicants' own determination to make an expenditure of over $10 billion without awaiting formal Board review of their proposal should not and cannot justify greater expedition of the case than otherwise would be warranted.

CN is well aware that the Board has expedited its handling of major merger cases in recent years, and now regards the deadlines imposed by the statute as an "outside limit" that can be beaten in most cases. But it is significant that the current 15-month schedule allowed by the statute represents a substantial shortening of the time permitted for deciding railroad merger cases from that allowed in prior years, and already reflects the progress the Board and its predecessor agency have made in accelerating the merger process. Joint Applicants nevertheless are asking the Board, in deciding the largest merger in the history of the industry, to use just over one-half of the 15-months allowed under the newly-shortened statutory schedule. It is reasonable to ask: if all, or at least a substantial portion, of the recently-enacted 15-month schedule is not used for a case as significant as the break-up of Conrail, what meaning does it have? Certainly, deciding the instant case on a 365-day schedule, and thereby consuming less than 80% of the time now allowed under the statute, would constitute a very efficient and commendable performance by the agency charged with reconciling all of the conflicting interests presented in a case of this magnitude.

---

7 As the Board stated in UPSP. "[O]ur interpretation of the 15-month schedule set out in section 11325(b) is that it provides an outside limit on how long the Board may take to resolve a major merger proceeding, and is not necessarily an endorsement of a longer schedule." Finance Docket No. 32760, Union Pacific Corp. -- Control and Merger -- Southern Pacific Rail Corp., Decision No. 10 at 4, served Jan. 26, 1996 (unprinted).

8 It should not be overlooked that the Board already has accommodated Joint Applicants by waiving the 3-month pre-filing notice requirement. Decision No. 2, served April 21, 1997.
C. If CSX and NS Are Permitted to File Separate Briefs, the Page Limit For Other Parties Should be 75 Pages

Joint Applicants propose that CSX and NS be permitted to file separate briefs, each subject to the 50-page limit imposed on other parties. (They are silent as to whether Conrail would join in both such briefs, though it must be assumed that Conrail would not file separately.) The justification offered for allowing separate CSX and NS briefs is that they are "separate and competing railroads" and will have "separate, competing operating and marketing plans." CSX/NS-4 at 8.

Given the unique circumstances of this case, and the fact that CSX and NS must remain competitors (whether or not the proposed transaction is approved), there is some logic to the request for separate briefs. However, it would be unfair to other parties if this request were granted without some further adjustment. CSX and NS each would have up to 50 pages to address such matters as their "separate, competing operating and marketing plans," but other parties would have only 50 pages to address all aspects of the case, including the separate plans of both CSX and NS.

If this CSX/NS request is to be granted, a reasonable and fair compromise would be to limit CSX and NS to 50 pages each, but to allow other parties to file briefs of up 75 pages. With this adjustment, other parties would not be unduly constricted in their efforts to address the issues raised by the separate CSX and NS plans to implement this proposed joint acquisition of a major competitor.
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CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
--CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS--
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION

NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE OF
PENNSYLVANIA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY AND
COMMENTS ON PROPOSED PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE

In its Decision No. 2 served April 21, 1997, in this proceeding, the Board set May 1, 1997 as the deadline for comments by interested persons other than the applicants on the 255-day procedural schedule proposed by the applicants.

Pennsylvania Power & Light Company ("PP&L") supports the applicants' proposed procedural schedule. PP&L notes that this schedule provides the same 120-day period for the preparation and filing of shipper comments that the Board previously adopted in Finance Docket Nos. 33220 and 33286, which have now been superseded by this proceeding.

PP&L also hereby notifies the Board and all known interested parties of its intent to participate in this proceeding. PP&L previously filed a notice of intent to participate in Finance Docket Nos. 33220 and 33286, and has adopted the same designation.
for its filings in this proceeding that it previously used in those
dockets. In addition, copies of this filing are being served not
only on counsel for the applicants, but also on all known parties
to Finance Dockets No. 33388, 33220 and 33286. Further PP&L
filings will be served only on parties to this proceeding.

It is requested that the following counsel for PP&L be added
to the service list in this proceeding.

Theresa M. Brennan
Counsel
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co.
Two North Ninth Street
Allentown, PA 18101-1179
(610) 774-4000

Daniel J. Sweeney
John M. Cutler, Jr.
McCarthy, Sweeney
& Harkaway, P.C.
1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 393-5710

PP&L intends to participate in this proceeding as a party of
record.

Respectfully submitted,

Daniel J. Sweeney
John M. Cutler, Jr.
McCarthy, Sweeney & Harkaway, P.C.
1750 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20006
(202) 393-5710

Attorneys for
Pennsylvania Power & Light Company

Dated: May 1, 1997
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Washington, D.C. 20006

Dennis G. Lyons
Richard L. Rosen
Arnold & Porter
555 12th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004

Paul A. Cunningham
Robert M. Jenkins, III
Harkins Cunningham
1300 19th Street, N.W., #600
Washington, D.C. 20036

John M. Nannes
Scot B. Hutchins
Skadden, Arps, Slate,
Meagher & Flom, LLP
1440 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005

Mark G. Aron
Peter J. Shudtz
CSX Corporation
One James Center
902 East Cary Street
Richmond, VA 23129

James L. Howe, III
George A. Aspatore
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Three Commercial Place
Norfolk, VA 23510

P. Michael Giftos
Paul R. Hitchcock
CSX Transportation, Inc.
500 Water Street
Jacksonville, FL 32202

Constance L. Abrams
Consolidated Rail Corporation
Two Commerce Square
2001 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Samuel M. Sipe, Jr.
Timothy M. Walsh
Steptoe & Johnson, LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

The Honorable Jacob Leventhal
Administrative Law Judge
Federal Energy Regulatory Comm’n
Suite 11F
888 First Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426

John M. Cutler, Jr.
May 1, 1997

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Mr. Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W., Seventh Floor
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re: CSX Corp./Norfolk Southern Corp. -- Control and Operating Leases/Agreements -- Conrail; Finance Docket No. 33388

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed are the original and 25 copies of “Comments on Applicants’ Proposed Procedural Schedule of American Electric Power Service Corporation, Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company,” for filling in the above-referenced proceeding. Also enclosed is a 3.5" diskette containing the filing in Wordperfect format.

Please date stamp and return the enclosed five additional copies via our messenger.

Very truly yours,

Michael F. McBride
Linda K. Breggin
Brenda Durham

Attorneys for American Electric Power Service Corporation, Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company

Enclosure

cc (w/encl.): Paul A. Cunningham, Esq.
Dennis G. Lyons, Esq.
Richard A. Allen, Esq.
All Other Parties on Service List
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Introduction and Summary

American Electric Power Service Corporation, Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company hereby comment on Applicants' proposed procedural schedule. Because of the fact that there are three Applicants, three operating plans to review, and hundreds or thousands of essential details that are not yet known and will not be known before the Application is filed (or for months thereafter), the Board must not expedite this proceeding. The facts already known demonstrate that it is the most complex -- and certainly the most far-reaching -- rail acquisition or merger proceedings in the 110-year history of this agency and its predecessor.

The only reasons argued for expediting the proceeding are (1) the staggering amount of money now being spent for Conrail's stock, both the timing and the size of which are entirely unnecessary at this time and should not limit the Board's authority or discretion in this proceeding, and (2) the claim that the transaction is in the public interest. But that claim, which is not yet supported by any evidence, may be wrong because of the acquisition premium being paid for Conrail, and is not supported by the outcome of recent rail mergers. The BN-SF merger is not proceeding well (see Attachment 1, The Wall Street Journal, "Burlington Northern Struggles to Get Merger on Track," page B4, April 22, 1997), the UP-CNW merger was a disaster for at least several months because of UP's admitted, precipitous cost-cutting, and the UP-SP merger has caused rate increases and has not produced effective competition from BN-SF under the trackage rights it was awarded (see BN-SF's April 1, 1997 quarterly report in Finance Docket No. 32760). Thus, if "past is prologue," the Board should take the entire amount of time available to it under the statute -- 15-16 months -- and not rush this
proceeding under the assumption that it, too, will be in the public interest. It is simply too important to be rushed and it may well not be in the public interest.

Specific Comments

1. Although Applicants propose 120 days for responsive comments, evidence, inconsistent applications, and the like, that period was not sufficient for shippers to be thorough in the UP-SP proceeding. To be sure, parties met the 120-day deadline, but that is not the issue. The parties will always file on the date provided, even though their filings may be incomplete, inadequate, or (certainly) rushed. But the Board should know that, during the 120-day period in UP-SP, there were as many as 4-5 depositions per day, and counsel, of course, have other pressing obligations. Neither counsel nor their clients have the luxury of telling this Board or other tribunals that other matters must be put on hold, or at least “in the back seat,” while this proceeding is being conducted. The Board, of course, also has other responsibilities, and should understand the concern. But, since the discovery process proceeds largely out of view of the Board, it may not understand the extreme hardship it imposed on parties in the UP-SP proceeding, and the same hardship is likely here. Briefs, or opposing briefs, on discovery or other issues, often had to be prepared overnight, or in a day or two, to maintain the schedule while accommodating the various rights of the parties. That is simply too hurried. More time would avoid such obvious problems.

Accordingly, 180 days would be a more appropriate responsive period.

2. The time periods for responses and replies to inconsistent or responsive applications should also be lengthened. While the Board may not at first appreciate the interest that non-carriers have in such matters, in fact the testimony of shippers or shipper experts may be sought when they are supportive of, or consistent with, the position of the carrier. That was the case in UP-SP. At the same time, shipper witnesses were being deposed for rebuttal by the
Applicants there, while discovery was demanded of shippers concerning their comments and evidence. The net effect is that, if extremely short deadlines are proposed, as Applicants have proposed here, shippers, their witnesses, and their counsel are subject to absurd obligations in order to meet the schedule. For that reason, the Board should relax those deadlines, or at least inform Applicants that their advocacy of such short deadlines must be accompanied by a denial of discovery by Applicants of those filing comments or evidence in response to the Application. Applicants should not be allowed to have it both ways.

3. The deadline for filing briefs should be extended as well. Preparing a brief, perhaps for multiple parties, in the time period proposed will be extremely difficult. The result may, perversely, be longer or more briefs, because of the difficulty in coordination. As Thomas Jefferson once said, “I didn’t have time to write you a short letter, so I wrote you a long one.” A longer time for writing briefs may allow disparate parties to coordinate or file joint briefs.

4. A proposal to conduct oral argument 15 days after submission of briefs is a transparent demonstration of Applicants’ view that the positions of most parties to this proceeding do not matter. Otherwise, their proposal that CSX and NS each be allowed to file a brief, plus the high probability that briefs from the Departments of Justice, Transportation, and perhaps Agriculture will be filed, all of which are obviously important to the Board, means that the multitude of other briefs will be paid little, if any, attention during the proposed 15-day period between submission of briefs and oral argument. The Board should not leave the impression that the briefs of other parties matter little, if at all. To avoid that impression, it should provide a longer period than in UP-SP, not a shorter one, between briefs and oral argument. Forty-five days would be appropriate. Also, the opponents of UP and SP in the UP-SP proceeding used the time between submission of briefs and oral argument to attempt to
coordinate their presentations and the time allotted to them, which the Board encouraged and which was successful. It is necessary to allow enough time for such parties to meet, debate the appropriate order and time(s) of such presentations, and consult with their clients and one another for such an effort to succeed. Additional time accommodates that need as well, and serves the Board’s interests.

4. For all those reasons, the Board should not set a schedule similar to that proposed by Applicants, and should instead adopt a 15- to 16-month schedule to accommodate the needs of all interested parties and send the “message” that it is interested in receiving the views of all such parties. The schedule proposed by Applicants sends the opposite message.

5. Finally, the Board granted Applicants’ petition for a waiver of the 3-month notice obligation before receiving pleadings from some of the undersigned parties and CURE which raised the most important issue in the proceeding -- the extremely high price paid for Conrail as a result of the bidding war that occurred between CSX and NS. Applicants’ reply to the undersigned’s pleading stated that the issue could better be dealt with in the context of the Application. That is wrong; the money will have been spent by that time. Thus, the Board must now take action to prevent the money from being spent, and thus create difficult choices for it later. But, if the Board does not act now, as it should, it should in the alternative inform Applicants that they are proceeding at their own risk, and that the Board will not hear from them later if they seek to recover the acquisition premium paid for Conrail from existing shippers on CSX, Conrail, or NS, or if they wish to object to a condition protecting shippers from paying rate increases because of the acquisition premium.

If the Board does what it should and tells Applicants now to renegotiate the price they have agreed to pay for Conrail, that is a reason for proceeding slowly and only after Applicants report on their renegotiation efforts. If, in the alternative, the Board adopts
Applicants' view that the acquisition price should be an issue after the Application is filed, that is the most important reason why the Board should adopt a schedule that uses the full amount of time allowed under the statute. The unprecedented amount of the acquisition premium is too important not to give it the Board's full attention. We are certain that the Board would not say now to shippers that they are "too early," and then later -- after the money is spent -- say "you're too late." The best solution is to act now, or inform Applicants that the Board is concerned about this issue, which would certainly induce them to consider negotiating a lower price.

Conclusion

The Board should adopt a schedule in this proceeding that takes advantage of the time allowed under the statute to it, in view of the fact that there will be three operating plans involved, in view of the other complexities associated with Applicants' complex agreements, and finally, in view of the fact that this transaction is approximately twice the size ($10 plus billion) of the UP-SP transaction (which in turn was the largest rail merger or acquisition proceeding until that time), and thus is the most significant railroad regulatory proceeding in 110 years. It is clear that, the larger the dollars involved, the larger the interests and concerns
of those who provide the capital -- the shippers. Therefore, the schedule should be set to accommodate the shippers, more so than the Applicants.

Respectfully submitted,

Michael F. McBride
Linda K. Breggin
Brenda Durham
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, L.L.P.
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20009-5728
(202) 986-8000

Attorneys for American Electric Power Service Corporation, Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company
Burlington Northern Struggles to Get Merger on Track

Locomotive Shortage, Culture Clash Cause Problems in Forming Rail Giant

BY DANIEL MACALABRA
Staff Reporter of The WALL STREET JOURNAL.

SPARKS, Nev. -- A freight yard here, engineer Melvin Jones is operating a three-locomotive train that has enough power to pull 100 freight cars across the country. Instead, it leaves the yard with two cars -- and only one has freight on board.

"That's one heavy car," jokes Mr. Jones, who is operating the train for Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corp.

But while the railroad has too many locomotives on Mr. Jones's train, it has too few engines elsewhere on the 21,000-mile system created from the 1995 takeover of Santa Fe Pacific Corp. by Burlington Northern. Instead of creating a Western powerhouse railroad ideally suited to provide fast service, the new system has been erratic and surprisingly slow, forcing some customers to wait days for shipments beyond their scheduled delivery dates.

Today's Burlington Northern Santa Fe is itself the product of 22 railroads acquired over 147 years. That has left some employees with divided loyalties. "We have people that have more allegiance to the Great Northern [Railroad, acquired in 1970] than the Burlington Northern," says Robert Krebs, chairman, president and chief executive officer.

But while the combination brought together two very different railroads, proponents of the deal thought they could fit well together. Burlington Northern's strength is in coal and grain-hauling, while Santa Fe specializes in speedy shipment of a wide variety of containerized goods.

Selected to lead the combined railroad was 54-year-old Mr. Krebs, a darling of rail investors for his cost-cutting savvy and grasp of railroad operating details. The "combined" railroads' stock price soared from $5 a share in July 1995 to $82 that November, based largely on company estimates of merger savings. (Yesterday, the stock fell $1.625 to close at $70.875 in New York Stock Exchange composite trading.)

And for a year, the hopes of merger benefits seemed realized. Helped by sharp reductions in management overhead, net income rose 25% in 1996, the combined company's first full year, to $890 million, or $5.79 a share, on revenue of $15.1 billion. "The first year you get all these front-end benefits," says Steve Lewins, a Gruntal & Co. analyst "You have all the quick fixes."

Bad Weather Hurts Service

But signs of trouble started occurring this past winter, which Mr. Krebs describes as the worst in the company's history. The route from Chicago to Seattle was closed repeatedly, sometimes for days at a time, by blizzards, flooding and mudslides. In January, freight trains in North Dakota were buried in drifts as high as 30 feet over the tops of the railcars, and a mudslide north of Seattle knocked a train into Puget Sound.

Some say the company may have made some operating decisions that led to those problems. But analysts doubt big improvements will come that quickly. They don't think the differences can be worked out that soon, or that computers alone will coordinate the massive new resources. "Mr. Krebs thought he could combine the Burlington Northern and the Santa Fe in two years," Mr. Lewins says, "but I believe it will take no less than four or five years to do it."

The Wall Street Journal, page B4, April 22, 1997
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CONSUMERS UNITED FOR RAIL EQUITY (C.U.R.E.) is an organization of captive rail shippers that transport coal for use in electricity generation. The members of C.U.R.E. are public power generators, rural electric cooperatives, investor-owned electric utilities and their national trade associations. A list of current C.U.R.E. members is attached to this statement.
I. INTRODUCTION

On April 10, 1997, the Applicants filed a notice of intent to submit an application for the acquisition of control of Conrail. The Applicants also filed a petition to establish a procedural schedule for the proceeding on the application. In their proposed procedural schedule, the Applicants seek a final decision 255 days from the filing of the primary application. Applicants also propose allowing 120 days for comments opposing the application.

Given the importance of this matter, the procedural schedule for decision on the application should allow as much time for decision as is allowed by statute and regulation. The Applicants' proposed procedural schedule would require a final decision 7 1/2 months sooner than the maximum time allowed by the ICC Termination Act and 110 days sooner than the final schedule adopted by the Board in the prior CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail dockets.\(^1\)

As C.U.R.E. has argued previously, the procedural schedule adopted in this proceeding should provide the Board the maximum amount of decision time allowed by statute in order to ensure that all groups have sufficient time to study and comment fully on the proposal.\(^2\) At the very least, the Board should adopt the final procedural schedule issued in the prior CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail dockets.

\(^1\) See STB Finance Docket No. 33220, Decision No. 8 (served Jan. 30, 1997); STB Finance Docket No. 33286, Decision No. 4 (served Jan. 30, 1997).

\(^2\) C.U.R.E. filed comments on the Board's proposed procedural schedules in the CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail Dockets.
C.U.R.E. supports the Applicants proposal to allow 120 days for comments opposing the merger. The 120 days for comments opposing the merger was adopted by the Board in its final procedural schedules issued in both the CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail dockets and is supported by the Applicants. By providing adequate time for shipper comments, the Board will be better able to make a complete and informed decision that will best serve the public interest.

In adopting a procedural schedule that provides the Board maximum time to make a final decision and provides adequate opportunity for shipper comments, the Board will ensure that a reasoned and informed decision is made in this proceeding.

II. THE PROCEDURAL SCHEDULE SHOULD PROVIDE THE BOARD MAXIMUM TIME TO MAKE A DECISION

A. The Board Should Allow Themselves the Statutory Limit of 16 Months to Make a Decision

The Applicants’ proposed procedural schedule provides 255 days (8 ½ months) for the Board to make a final decision in this proceeding. Under the ICC Termination Act, all evidentiary proceedings must be concluded within one year of publication of acceptance of the merger application, and the Board must issue a final decision within 90 days of concluding the evidentiary proceeding. 49 U.S.C. § 11325(b)(3). Therefore, the Board has a maximum of 16 months from the filing of the formal application in which to make a decision -- almost twice what the Applicants have proposed in this proceeding.
In C.U.R.E.'s previous filings, we urged the Board to provide themselves the maximum amount of time allowed by statute to make a final decision. We urge maximum time due to the importance and complexity of this proceeding that will have a tremendous impact on railroad shippers across a large portion of the Nation. C.U.R.E. again urges the Board to adopt a procedural schedule that provides the maximum amount of time allowed by statute for a final decision.

An apparent $4 billion premium is being paid for Conrail by CSX and NS. Rail shippers are skeptical that $4 billion worth of efficiencies and cost savings exist in the two proposed rail systems and are concerned that the premium will be recovered from shippers that are, or will be, captive to CSX or NS. Furthermore, shippers are concerned that the proposed Conrail acquisition will create new "bottleneck" situations that will decrease further rail-to-rail competition opportunities for shippers. This concern has been heightened by the Board's recent "bottleneck" decision.\(^3\) The possibility of increasing rail rates and fewer competitive options arising from the sale of Conrail make this proceeding critical for rail shippers affected by the Applicants' proposal. For these reasons, each additional day available to shippers to analyze the implications of the Conrail acquisition and to negotiate pro-shipper agreements with the Applicants is

important. More time allowed for a final decision also will allow the Board to make a more balanced and informed decision.

Moreover, the details of the proposed CSX/NS acquisition of Conrail were not released until April 9, 1997. The argument that interested parties have known the fate of Conrail for six months is inaccurate. Shippers were aware of the CSX/Conrail and the NS/Conrail merger proposals. No details regarding a CSX/NS proposal to divide Conrail were available until April 9, 1997. Even now, many shippers are still analyzing the ramifications of the new CSX and NS rail systems. Regardless of the work already accomplished by CSX and NS, shippers have not had an adequate opportunity to study the CSX/NS proposal. Until the formal application is filed with the Board, shippers will be unable to analyze completely the impacts of the proposal on their individual companies. For shippers, the process is just beginning. Shippers, and the Board, will need every available day possible from the filing of the formal application to examine the CSX/NS application for the control of Conrail.

B. At the Very Least, the Board Should Adopt the Final Procedural Schedule Issued in the CSX/Conrail And NS/Conrail Dockets.

C.U.R.E. believes that if the Board is unwilling to provide the maximum amount of time allowed by statute, it should at the very least adopt a procedural schedule similar to the one adopted in the CSX/Conrail and NS/Conrail proceedings. Even though this proceeding is no less complex than the previous Conrail proceedings, the Applicants' proposed procedural schedule is 110 days shorter than
the final procedural schedules adopted by the Board in the CSX/Conrail and the NS/Conrail dockets. Both of those procedural schedules provided for a final decision in 365 days. As the Board stated in its decisions issuing the final procedural schedules in the previous Conrail merger proceedings:

a 365-day procedural schedule (which is 110 days more than applicants had proposed) will ensure that all parties are accorded due process and will allow [the Board] ample time to consider all issues affecting the public interest, and will also address cumulative impacts and crossover effects of prior mergers as appropriate. Further, [the Board] will consider the transaction in light of any settlement agreements that the applicants may reach with any parties, regardless of the complexity of the agreements.*^ 

The concerns of the Board, which led to the final procedural schedules in the previous Conrail merger proceedings, remain valid with respect to this docket. The Board needs sufficient time to consider all issues affecting the public interest. Shippers require time to analyze the proposal and to negotiate agreements with the Applicants. As the Applicants said themselves:

This case, while involving a single, overall primary application and an agreed upon division of Conrail involves the extension of two separate and competing railroads into the territory now served by Conrail. It involves separate, competing operating and marketing plans for these two railroads. The process thus has many of the aspects of separate applications by the two carriers. Petition to Establish Procedural Schedule, STB Finance Docket No. 33388, CSX/NS-4, p. 8 (filed April 10, 1997).

---

*^ STB Finance Docket No. 33220, Decision No. 8, p. 4 (served Jan. 30, 1997); STB Finance Docket No. 33286, Decision No. 4, p. 4 (served Jan. 30, 1997).
Therefore, in order to ensure that all groups have enough time to study and comment fully on the proposed Conrail acquisition, C.U.R.E. believes that, at the very least, the Board should adopt the same procedural schedule it adopted in the previous Conrail merger proceedings.

III. **C.U.R.E. SUPPORTS AT LEAST 120 DAYS FOR COMMENTS OPPOSING THE MERGER**

The Applicants proposed procedural schedule provides 120 days for comments in opposition to the merger. C.U.R.E. argued to increase to 120 days the time available for opposition comments in the previous Conrail merger proceedings after the Board proposed reducing this period to 75 days.

C.U.R.E. supports providing at least 120 days for comments in opposition to the proposed acquisition of Conrail. A 120 day deadline reflects the preferences of the Applicants, the Board and many shippers who participated in the prior Conrail proceedings. The deadline remains appropriate in the current proceeding as well.

IV. **CONCLUSION**

C.U.R.E. believes the procedural schedule submitted by the applicants does not provide adequate time for decision in this important matter. The Board should provide the maximum amount of time allowed by statute in order to ensure that all parties to the proceeding have an adequate opportunity to analyze and comment on the proceeding. Since the details of the CSX/NS proposal have become available
only in the past 30 days, shippers need as much time as possible to study the new proposal.

If the Board does not provide the maximum amount of time to make a final decision, it should at least adopt a procedural schedule identical to the final procedural schedules issued in the CSX/Conrail ad NS/Conrail dockets. This proceeding is just as complicated as the previous Conrail merger proceedings and will require as much time to analyze.

Finally, C.U.R.E. supports the Applicants’ proposal to provide 120 days for comments in opposition to the proposed division of Conrail. The deadline reflects the preferences of the Board, the Applicants, and many rail shippers and should be maintained.

Respectfully submitted,

Mr. Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumer’s United for Rail Equity
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on May 1, 1997, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Comments on the Proposed Procedure! Schedule on counsel for all known parties by first-class mail, postage prepaid.

[Signature]

Mr. Robert G. Szabó
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
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CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
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CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION
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RAILWAY COMPANY TO CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF
CONSUMERS UNITED FOR RAIL EQUITY

Mr. Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity

May 1, 1997
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

FINANCE DOCKET NO. 33388

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS --
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION --
TRANSFER OF RAILROAD LINE BY NORFOLK SOUTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY TO CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF
CONSUMERS UNITED FOR RAIL EQUITY

Please enter the appearance in this proceeding of the below-named attorney on behalf of the Consumers United for Rail Equity (C.U.R.E.). C.U.R.E. is an organization of captive rail shippers that transport coal for use in electricity generation. The members of C.U.R.E. are public power generators, rural electric cooperatives, investor-owned utilities and their national trade associations. C.U.R.E. intends to participate in this proceeding as parties of record. Accordingly, please place the named attorney, at the address provided, on the service list to receive all pleadings and decisions in this proceeding.
Respectfully submitted,


Mr. Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity

Dated: May 1, 1997
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on May 1, 1997, I served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Notice of Appearance on counsel for all known parties by first-class mail, postage prepaid.

[Signature]

Mr. Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity
Maryland Department of Transportation

The Secretary's Office

May 1, 1997

The Honorable Vernon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
Mercury Building
Suite 700
1925 K Street, NW
Washington DC 20006


Dear Mr. Williams:

On April 11, 1997, the applicants in the above-referenced proceeding submitted, inter alia, their Notice of Intent to File Railroad Control Application (the "Notice") and Petition to Establish Procedural Schedule ("Petition") to the Surface Transportation Board ("Board"). This letter is to request that the Board place the Maryland Department of Transportation ("MDOT") and its outside counsel at the addresses indicated below on the list of parties of record prepared and issued under the provisions of 49 C.F.R. § 1180.4(a)(4). MDOT intends to participate in this proceeding as an active party. As such, in accordance with 49 C.F.R. § 1180.4(a)(2), the MDOT selects the acronym "MDOT-x" for identifying all documents and pleadings they submit.

Edward R.K. Hargadon, Esq.
Assistant Attorney General
Chief Counsel to the Department
Maryland Department of Transportation
P.O. Box 8755
BWI Airport, MD 21240

James R. Weiss, Esq.
Preston Gates Ellis & Rouvelas Meeds LLP
1735 New York Avenue, NW
Suite 500
Washington, DC 20006-5209

Copies of this letter are being served on all persons presently on the Commission's service list, including the applicants' representatives identified in the notice of prefilling notification published in the Federal Register at 62 F.R. 19390 (April 21, 1997.)

My telephone number is (410) 865-1000
TTY For the Deaf: (410) 865-1342
Post Office Box 8755, Baltimore/Washington International Airport, Maryland 21240-0755
In addition, MDOT and the applicants are in discussions to confirm aspects of the proposed transaction that could resolve the concerns of the State of Maryland about the effects of the transaction on Maryland shippers and employees. These include:

- the nature and extent of competitive rail service to the Port of Baltimore and to other Northeast ports;
- infrastructure improvements that will preserve and enhance rail competition in the State; and issues pertaining to the preservation of jobs in the State.

The applicants have committed to providing the State within the next several weeks certain information that is pertinent to these issues to enable the State to make a timely determination of its position on the merits of the applications.

In anticipation that applicants will perform as promised, and after careful examination of the Petition, MDOT believes that it is in the interest of the citizens of Maryland and in the general public interest that the Board accept the expedited schedule that the applicants have proposed in the Petition.

Sincerely,

David L. Winstead
Secretary
April 21, 1997

Via Hand Delivery

Vernon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001

Re: CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation Inc., Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company -- Control and Operating Leases/Agreements -- Conrail, Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation, Finance Docket No. 33388

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed for filing is an original and twenty five copies of three documents:

1) CSX/NS-5, Clarification of the Applicants' Notice of Intent to File Railroad Control Application;

2) CSX/NS-6, Petition for Leave to Reply to CN-5, Canadian National Railway Company's Response in Opposition to Petition for Waiver of Three-Month Notice Requirement, CN-5, Canadian National Railway Company's Response in Opposition to Petition for Protective Order, and Reply in Opposition to Petition for Waiver and to Petition for Protective Order of Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company; and

3) CSX/NS-7, Applicants' Consolidated Reply to CN-5, Canadian National Railway Company's Response in Opposition to Petition for Waiver of Three-Month Notice Requirement, CN-5, Canadian National Railway Company's Response in Opposition to Petition for Protective Order, and Reply in Opposition to Petition for Waiver and to Petition for Protective Order of Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company,
Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company.

Also enclosed is a 3 1/2" computer disk containing the filing in Wordperfect 5.1 format, which is capable of being read by Wordperfect for Windows 7.0.

Applicants are serving this pleading, as they have served all other pleadings in Finance Docket No. 33388, on all parties that have made an appearance in any of Finance Docket No. 33220, Finance Docket No. 33286, or Finance Docket No. 33388, and Applicants will continue to do so until April 28, 1997. In light of the Board's decision of April 17, 1997 discontinuing Finance Docket Nos 33220 and 33286, beginning April 28, 1997, Applicants will serve only persons who have made an appearance in Finance Docket No. 33388.

Should you have any questions regarding this, please call.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Richard A. Allen

Enclosure
On April 10, 1997, CSX Corporation ("CSXC"), CSX Transportation, Inc. ("CSXT"), Norfolk Southern Corporation ("NSC"), Norfolk Southern Railway Company ("NSRC") and Conrail, Inc. ("CRI") and Consolidated Rail Corporation ("CRC") filed a
notice of intent to file a railroad merger application for Board authorization under 49 U.S.C. §§ 11323-25 for a transaction that is more fully described in that Notice of Intent (CSX/NS-1) as clarified in the Clarification of Notice of Intent to File Railroad Control Application, (CSX/NS-5), filed April 21, 1997. On April 16, Canadian National Railway Company ("CN") filed CN-4, a Response in Opposition to Petition for Waiver of Three-Month Notice Requirement, and CN-5, a Response in Opposition to Petition for Protective Order.\(^2\) Also on April 16, Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company (hereinafter referred to as the "ACE, et al.") filed an undesignated Reply in Opposition to Petition for Waiver and to Petition for Protective Order. The Applicants respond to each of these pleadings in this consolidated response.

Request for Waiver of the Three-Month Requirement

The Board’s regulations at 49 C.F.R. § 1180.4(b)(1) generally require a three-month waiting period between pre-filing notification and the filing of a primary application. The

\(^2\)(...continued)

\(^2\) CRI and CRC are referred to collectively as "Conrail." CSX, NS and Conrail are referred to collectively as the "Applicants."

\(^4\) CN also filed, in both Finance Docket Nos. 33220 and 33286, a Response in Opposition to Motions to Dismiss (CN-4). Because the Board has clarified that STB decisions discontinuing Finance Docket Nos. 33220 and 33286 will not impede the resolution of pending discovery disputes initially filed in those dockets, Applicants are not responding to CN-4 filed in those two dockets. See, the combined order issued in Finance Docket No. 33220, Decision No. 11, and Finance Docket No. 33286, Decision No. 7, served April 17, 1997.
Applicants, in CSX/NS-2 filed on April 10, 1997, requested waiver of that three-month notification period to permit them to file a primary application up to a month early.

**Canadian National**

CN questions the need to issue the requested waiver and alleges that granting the waiver would only cut into the time the Board, Applicants and other parties have to prepare for the filing of the primary application for the disposition of Conrail. The Board, Applicants and other parties, however, have been preparing for the filing of the primary application in the 5 1/2 months since CSX and NS first filed their notices of intent to file a railroad control application. See CSX/CR-1, Notice of Intent to File Railroad Control Application, STB Finance Docket No. 33220, filed October 18, 1996; and NS-1, Notice of Intent to File Railroad Control Application, STB Finance Docket No. 33286, filed November 6, 1996. CN in essence acknowledged this when it argued that its outstanding discovery requests against Conrail in Finance Docket Nos. 33220 and 33286 should be considered in Finance Docket No. 33388. CN’s argument that it has not been, and will not be, permitted sufficient time to prepare for the filing of the primary application if the waiver is granted flies in the face of both the facts and its own arguments in support of consideration of its premature discovery requests.

CN ignores in its pleading Applicants’ expressed concerns about the effects of keeping Conrail in a voting trust longer than necessary. Instead CN raises the specter of the impossible -- that Applicants could file a primary application next week -- and questions the need for "a complete and open-ended waiver." CN urges the Board to clarify its waiver to
preserve a minimal notice period of not less than two months to permit the Board and other
interested parties to plan for the filing of the primary application. As stated in its petition for
waiver, Applicants propose to submit the primary application approximately two months
from the date of filing of their Notice of Intent, and the requested waiver seeks no more.
This is reasonable in light of the prior notice the Board and other parties have had, the
concerns of keeping Conrail in a voting trust longer than necessary, and the practical
impossibility of submitting a primary application any sooner.

**ACE, et al.**

ACE, et al. argue that Applicants' proposal to pay $115 in cash for the outstanding
Conrail stock is not in the public interest. This argument is best examined in light of the
primary application, not in the consideration of whether to grant waiver of the three-month
waiting period prior to the filing of the primary application.

ACE, et al. urge the Board to advise CSX and NS to take the three-month period in
an effort convince Conrail shareholders to take less than what has been promised them. This
argument hardly warrants a reply. Denial of Applicants' waiver request would merely delay
examination of the application and lengthen the time Conrail's future remains undetermined.
The Applicants propose to reduce the three-month period in an effort to permit completion of
examination of the transaction as quickly as possible, regardless of whether the STB grants
or withholds its approval.
With respect to asserted concerns of ACE, et al. about service, Conrail in particular wishes to emphasize that it will continue to operate up to the time of the Board’s decision independently and in full compliance with its common carrier duties and contract obligations.

Protective Order

The Applicants, in CSX:NS-3 filed on April 10, 1997, asked the Board to impose a Protective Order to permit Applicants to exchange information necessary to preparation of the primary application and to facilitate any necessary discovery at subsequent stages of this proceeding. The proposed protective order was modeled substantially on those entered by the Board or its predecessor, the Interstate Commerce Commission (the "Commission"), in recent control proceedings. The Board issued the protective order in Decision No. 1 on April 16, 1997.

CN asks the Board to invite comments from all parties prior to issuing a protective order because CN is concerned that CSX and NS are, and will continue to be, competitors, and that the Protective Order will not prevent CSX and NS from misusing Confidential Information. The Associate Power Companies express much the same concern. This is no different than past merger proceedings, despite any protestations to the contrary.

Substantially the same protective order issued in recent Board and Commission control proceedings has been issued in Finance Docket No. 33388. As in those recent Board and Commission control proceedings, the Board in this docket has the power to withhold its approval for a proposed transaction if it is not shown to be in the public interest, or to condition its approval in a manner that may be unacceptable to the Applicants. If this
Paragraph 2 of the protective order issued in this docket is clear and fully addresses the expressed concerns: Confidential Information exchanged between CSX, NS and Conrail may be used "for the purpose of preparing for or participating in the Proceedings, but not for any other business, commercial, or other competitive purpose. . . ." The expressed concerns are groundless.

CN claims that the protective order contains no limitations on the persons in the respective applicants' companies entitled to receive Confidential Information. That is wrong. Only persons preparing for and participating in the proceeding may receive Confidential Information provided under the Protective Order, and only for the purpose of preparing for and participating in the proceeding. CSX and NS marketing personnel could not "freely exchange the most sensitive information as to prices and other terms on which transportation is provided" without violating the issued Protective Order and without causing injury to their respective companies.

Inasmuch as information exchanged under the Protective Order may only be used for the purpose of preparing and prosecuting the primary application, Applicants anticipate that most of that information will be exchanged between Conrail on the one hand and NS and CSX on the other, and that relatively little will be exchanged between NS and CSX. In any event, exchanges of information under protective orders are hardly uncommon; in any merger of competitors requiring regulatory approval, the applicants need to exchange information to prepare their application and the possibility always exists that the application may be denied and they will remain competitors, as NS and CSX will here.
The Applicants now are developing, as quickly as possible, the primary application which they will submit to the Board and interested third parties for review. Any prohibition on the exchange of Confidential Information necessary for that purpose, even for a period to permit to comment thereon, would delay that effort, extend unnecessarily the time in which Conrail’s future is undetermined, and delay realization of the substantial public benefits of the transaction. The Protective Order issued in the proceeding is clear and unambiguous, and adequately addresses each of CN’s and ACE, et al.’s concerns.²

² Applicants note that Paragraph 2 of the Protective Order contains a typographical error which was contained in the Petition for Protective Order. The phrase "then CSX and NS may respectively use Confidential Information obtained from Conrail pertinent to their respective operations under operating agreements with Conrail or operating agreements with Conrail in connection with such operations" should instead read "then CSX and NS may respectively use Confidential Information obtained from Conrail pertinent to their respective operations under operating agreements with Conrail or operating leases with Conrail in connection with such operations."
Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the relief requested in CN-4, CN-5 and the initial pleading of the Associate Power Companies should be denied.

Respectfully submitted,

James C. Bishop, Jr.
William C. Wooldridge
J. Gary Lane
James L. Howe III
Robert J. Cooney
George A. Aspatore
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Three Commercial Place
Norfolk, VA 23510-9241
(757) 629-2838

Richard A. Allen
James A. Calderwood
Andrew R. Plump
John V. Edwards
Zuckert, Scoult & Rasenberger, LLP
888 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20006-3939
(202) 298-8660

John M. Nannes
Scot B. Hutchins
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
1440 New York Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-2111
(202) 371-7400

Counsel for Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company

Mark G. Aron
Peter J. Shudtz
CSX Corporation
One James Center
902 East Cary Street
Richmond, VA 23129
(804) 782-1400

P. Michael Giftos
Paul R. Hitchcock
CSX Transportation, Inc.
500 Water Street
Speed Code J-120
Jacksonville, FL 32202
(904) 359-3100

Dennis G. Lyons
Richard L. Rosen
Paul T. Denis
Arnold & Porter
555 12th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-1202
(202) 942-5000

Samuel M. Sipe, Jr.
Timothy M. Walsh
Steptoe & Johnson LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20036-1795
(202) 429-3000

Counsel for CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc.
April 21, 1997

Timothy T. O'Toole
Constance L. Abrams
Consolidated Rail Corporation
Two Commerce Square
2001 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103
(215) 209-4000

Paul A. Cunningham
Harkins Cunningham
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20036
(202) 973-7600

Counsel for Conrail Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation

April 21, 1997
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, John V. Edwards, certify that on April 18, 1997 I have caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing CSX/NS-7, Applicants’ Consolidated Reply to CN-5, Canadian National Railway Company’s Response in Opposition to Petition for Waiver of Three-Month Notice Requirement, CN-5, Canadian National Railway Company’s Response in Opposition to Petition for Protective Order, and Reply in Opposition to Petition for Waiver and to Petition for Protective Order of Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company, on all parties that have appeared in Docket No. 33286, Finance Docket No. 33220 and Finance Docket No. 33388, by first class mail, postage prepaid, or by more expeditious means, and by hand delivery on the following:

The Honorable Jacob Leventhal
Administrative Law Judge
Federal Energy Commission
Office of Hearings
825 North Capitol Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20426

Dated: April 21, 1997

John V. Edwards
April 21, 1997

VIA HAND DELIVERY

Honorable Vernon A. Williams
Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W., Room 700
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001


Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed you will find an original and 25 copies of the Notice of Appearance of Northern Virginia Transportation Commission and Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission. Also enclosed is a 3.5 inch diskette containing the filing in WordPerfect 5.1.

Please contact the undersigned if you have any questions regarding this matter.

Respectfully submitted,

Kevin M. Sheys

cc: All Parties on Certificate of Service
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

Finance Docket No. 33388

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS --
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION --
TRANSFER OF RAILROAD LINE BY NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY TO
CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF
NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION AND
POTOMAC AND RAPPAHANNOCK TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Dated: April 21, 1997

Stephen A. MacIsaac
Deputy County Attorney
Prince William County
One County Complex Court
Prince William, VA 22192
703-792-6620

Kevin M. Sheys
Edward J. Fishman
Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly
1020 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 400
Washington, D.C. 20036
202-293-6300

Counsel for Northern Virginia Transportation Commission and
Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

Finance Docket No. 33388

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY -- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS -- CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION -- TRANSFER OF RAILROAD LINE BY NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY TO CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE OF NORTHERN VIRGINIA TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION AND POTOMAC AND RAPPAHANNOCK TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Please enter the appearance in this proceeding of the below-named attorneys on behalf of Northern Virginia Transportation Commission and Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission (the “Commissions”). The Commissions are political subdivisions of the Commonwealth of Virginia and co-owners of Virginia Railway Express. The Commissions intend to participate in this proceeding as parties of record. Accordingly, please place the named attorneys, at the addresses provided, on the service list to receive all pleadings and decisions in this proceeding.
Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

Stephen A. MacIsaac  
Deputy County Attorney  
Prince William County  
One County Complex Court  
Prince William, VA 22192  
703-792-6620

Kevin M. Sheys  
Edward J. Fishman  
Oppenheimer Wolff & Donnelly  
1020 Nineteenth Street, N.W.  
Suite 400  
Washington, D.C. 20036  
202-293-6300

Counsel for Northern Virginia Transportation Commission and Potomac and Rappahannock Transportation Commission

Dated: April 21, 1997
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on this 21st day of April, 1997, a copy of the foregoing Notice of Appearance was served upon the following people by first class mail, postage prepaid:

Richard A. Allen
Zuckert, Scoults, Rasenberger
888 17th Street, N.W., Suite 600
Washington, D.C. 20006-3939

Mark G. Aron
CSX Corporation
One James Center
901 East Cary Street
Richmond, VA 23219

Donald G. Avery
Slover & Loftus
1224 Seventeenth Street, N W.
Washington, D.C. 20036-3003

Edward G. Banks, Jr.
Maryland & Delaware Railroad
106 Railroad Avenue
Federalsburg, MD 21632

Janice G. Barber
Burlington Northern Santa Fe Corporation
777 Main Street
3800 Continental Plaza
Ft. Worth, TX 76102-5384

Michael J. Bennane
House of Representatives
P.O. Box 30014
Lansing, MI 48909

Martin W. Bercovici
Keller & Heckman
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CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corp. and Norfolk
Southern Ry. Co.--Control and Operating
Leases/Agreements--Conrail Inc.
and Consolidated Rail Corporation
Transfer of Railroad Line by Norfolk
Southern Railway Company to CSX Transportation, Inc.

NOTICE OF APPEARANCE

Highsaw, Mahoney & Clarke, P.C. hereby enters its appearance
in this proceeding on behalf of the Railway Labor Executives' Association and its affiliated organizations, the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes and the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers. For purposes of this proceeding, these organizations will be referred to as the "Allied Rail Unions" or "ARU". Service of filings in this case on the ARU should be provided to William G. Mahoney and Richard S. Edelman as counsel for the ARU and to William A. Bon and Donald F. Griffin for the Brotherhood of Maintenance of Way Employes.

1 The RLEA affiliated organizations are: American Train Dispatchers Department/ BLE; Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; Brotherhood of Railroad Signalmen; Hotel Employees and Restaurant Employees International Union; International Brotherhood of Boilermakers, Iron Ship Builders, Blacksmiths, Forgers and Helpers; International Brotherhood of Firemen & Oilers; and Sheet Metal Workers' International Association.
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April 18, 1997

VIA HAND DELIVERY
Mr. Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, NW Seventh Floor
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re: CSX Corp./Norfolk Southern Corp. -- Control and Operating Leases/Agreements -- Conrail; Finance Docket No. 33388

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed are the original and 25 copies of "Reply in Opposition To Petition For Waiver" of the Consumers United for Rail Equity for filing in the above referenced proceeding. Also enclosed is a 3.5" diskette containing the filing in Wordperfect format.

Please date stamp and return the enclosed five additional copies via our messenger.

Very truly yours,

Robert G. Szabo
Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity

Enclosure
EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION REQUIRED

BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

FINANCE DOCKET NO.33388

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS --
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION --
TRANSFER OF RAILROAD LINE BY NORFOLK SOUTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY TO CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

REPLY IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR WAIVER
OF THE CONSUMERS UNITED FOR RAIL EQUITY

Mr. Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity

April 18, 1997

C.U.R.E. is an organization of captive rail shippers that transport coal for use in electricity generation. The members of C.U.R.E. are public power generators, rural electric cooperatives, investor-owned electric utilities and their national trade associations. A list of current members of C.U.R.E. is attached to this statement.

**REPLY IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR WAIVER**

1. Given the importance of this proceeding and its impact on railroad shippers across a large portion of the Nation, C.U.R.E. does not believe it is in the public interest to shorten any of the Board's timing requirements, including the minimum three-month interval between the prefiling notification and the formal application.

2. C.U.R.E. believes that the CSX/Norfolk Southern proposal to divide Conrail ("proposed transaction") will have an enormous impact on railroad shippers in the eastern United States. There are significant issues involving rail rates and competition that are the subject of on-going discussions between railroads and shippers. In order to be informed properly regarding the impact of the proposed transaction on rail rates and competition, a considerable amount of study and preparation must be performed by shippers. Informed discussions and negotiations
between shippers and railroads can result in pro-shipper provisions being contained in the application filed by the railroads. Maximum time should be allowed for these ongoing discussions.

3. The Board surely realizes from media reports that shippers are very concerned about the likelihood that an enormous premium is being paid to acquire Conrail by both Norfolk Southern and CSX. C.U.R.E. members believe that the proposed transaction may include the largest acquisition premium of any railroad merger to date — over $4 billion. C.U.R.E. members are skeptical that $4 billion worth of efficiencies and cost savings exist in the two proposed new rail systems, and fear that the $4 billion premium will be paid by the shippers that are, or will be, captive to the two new railroads. Every additional day available to shippers to analyze this issue is important.

4. On December 31, 1996, the Board ruled that bottleneck carriers are not required to quote a rate over the bottleneck segment of a route and that the Board has no statutory authority to order the railroad to quote such a rate. Shippers are concerned that the proposed Conrail acquisition will create new bottleneck situations that will further decrease rail-to-rail competition opportunities for shippers. Every additional day available to shippers to analyze this possibility is important.
CONCLUSION

C.U.R.E. believes that the public interest requires that the Board provide the maximum time allowed by statute and regulation, both during the pre-application and post-application periods, for shippers to analyze the potential threats of the proposed acquisition and to negotiate protective agreements with their rail carriers.

The Board should deny the Petition for Waiver and follow its procedural rules requiring a three-month interval between prefiling notice and the formal application. There appears to be no element in the proposed transaction that requires an accelerated approach. A careful review of the potential anti-competitive effects of the proposed transaction during the maximum period of time allowed by statute and regulation, both prior to filing and after the filing, will serve the public interest.

Respectfully submitted,

Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920

Executive Director and Counsel
Consumers United for Rail Equity
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I, Robert G. Szabo, certify that on April 18, 1997, I have caused to be served a true and correct copy of the foregoing Reply in Opposition to Petition for Waiver, on all parties of record.

Robert G. Szabo
Van Ness Feldman, P.C.
1050 Thomas Jefferson Street, NW
Seventh Floor
Washington, D.C. 20007
(202) 298-1920
Consumers United for Rail Equity
Membership List

Algon Municipal Utilities
Algon, Iowa
Serving Iowa

American Electric Power
Service Corporation
Columbus, Ohio
Serving Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, Kentucky, Virginia, West Virginia, Tennessee

American Public Power Association
Washington, D.C.
National trade association representing municipally-owned electric utilities, public utility districts, state and county-owned electric systems, and rural cooperatives

Arizona Electric Power Cooperative, Inc.
Benson, Arizona
Serving Arizona

Arkansas Electric Cooperative Corporation
Little Rock, Arkansas
Serving Arkansas

Baltimore Gas and Electric
Baltimore, Maryland
Serving Baltimore, Central Maryland

Carolina Power and Light Company
Raleigh, North Carolina
Serving North Carolina, South Carolina

Central and South West Corporation
Dallas, Texas
Serving Oklahoma, Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas

Dairyland Power Cooperative
La Crosse, Wisconsin
Serving Wisconsin

Detroit Edison
Detroit, Michigan
Serving Michigan

Edison Electric Institute
Washington, D.C.
National trade association representing investor-owned electric utility companies operating in the U.S.

Minnesota Power and Light Company
Duluth, Minnesota
Serving Minnesota

Municipal Electric Systems of Oklahoma
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma
Serving Oklahoma

National Rural Electric Cooperative Association
Washington, D.C.
National trade association representing rural electric cooperative systems, public power districts, and public utility districts in 46 states

Nebraska Public Power District
Columbus, Nebraska
Serving Nebraska

Otter Tail Power Company
Fergus Falls, Minnesota
Serving Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota

Potomac Electric Power Company
Washington, D.C.
Serving District of Columbia, Maryland

Savannah Electric and Power Company
Savannah, Georgia
Serving Georgia

Southern Company Services
Atlanta, Georgia
Serving Alabama, Georgia, Florida, Mississippi

Southern Indiana Gas and Electric Company
Hammond, Indiana
Serving Indiana

Western Fuels Association
Washington, D.C.
Serving Great Plains, Rocky Mountain and Southwest states including North Dakota, South Dakota, Wyoming, Montana, Utah, Kansas, Colorado, New Mexico, Minnesota, Louisiana

Wisconsin Power and Light Company
Madison, Wisconsin
Serving Wisconsin, Illinois

April 18, 1997
VIA HAND DELIVERY
Mr. Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W., Seventh Floor
Washington, DC 20423-0001

Re: CSX Corp./Norfolk Southern Corp. -- Control and Operating Leases/Agreements -- Conrail: Finance Docket No. 33388

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed are the original and 25 copies of “Reply In Opposition To Petition For Waiver And To Petition For Protective Order of Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light Company, Indianapolis Power & Light Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal Company,” for filling in the above-referenced proceeding. Also enclosed is a 3.5" diskette containing the filing in Wordperfect format.

Please date stamp and return the enclosed five additional copies via our messenger.

Enclosure

cc: Paul A. Cunningham, Esq.
Dennis G. Lyons, Esq.
Richard A. Allen, Esq.
All Other Parties on Service List

Very truly yours,

Brenda Durham

Attorney for Atlantic City Electric Company,
Delmarva Power & Light Company,
Indianapolis Power & Light Company,
and The Ohio Valley Coal Company
EXPEDITED CONSIDERATION REQUIRED
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

FINANCE DOCKET NO. 33388

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.
NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND
NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY
-- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS --
CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION
-- TRANSFER OF RAILROAD LINE BY NORFOLK SOUTHERN
RAILWAY COMPANY TO CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

REPLY IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR WAIVER
AND TO PETITION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER OF
ATLANTIC CITY ELECTRIC COMPANY,
DELMARVA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY,
INDIANAPOLIS POWER & LIGHT COMPANY, AND
THE OHIO VALLEY COAL COMPANY

Michael F. McBride
Linda K. Breggin
Brenda Durham
LeBoueuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, L.L.P.
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W., Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20009-5728
(202) 986-8000

Attorneys for Atlantic City Electric
Company, Delmarva Power & Light
Company, Indianapolis Power & Light
Company, and The Ohio Valley Coal
Company

1. The Waiver Petition is premised on the notion that the proposed transaction is in the public interest. That may or may not be true -- ACE, et al. do not now have a position, because important aspects of the transaction are not yet known -- but Applicants' assertion to that effect is a mere assertion, unsupported by any evidence, since none has been submitted.

2. In contrast, one fact is the subject of official notice and is irrefutable: the proposed transaction includes the largest acquisition premium, by far, of any railroad merger or acquisition in history -- over $4 billion. Unless the Board could now conclude that the $4 billion acquisition premium will be paid for entirely by cost savings and new intermodal traffic (which is highly unlikely, and which Applicants have never claimed) the premium will be paid by existing shippers or Conrail, CSX, and NS. There is no other option. Thus, shippers are now at great risk because of the current purchase by CSX and NS of Conrail stock.

3. The Board must recognize that the structure of the transaction is already prejudicial to shippers, because NS and CSX are now purchasing the outstanding shares of Conrail for approximately $45 per share over the market price in early October 1996. The purchase apparently will be complete by early June 1997, before the joint Application is filed. The Board will then be presented with a fait accompli -- the $10 plus billion will have been spent, the stock will be held by Applicants (albeit in a voting trust, which does nothing to cure the overpayment problem), and the Board will have to wrestle with the problem of either (1) denying approval (thus leaving NS and CSX in a financially weakened position, which is not in
the public interest) or (2) approving the transaction either (a) with shipper protection from rate increases (likely producing the same result at (1)) or (b) without such protection for shippers (thus harming the shippers whom the Board is obliged to protect).\(^1\) The best solution is, therefore, not to rush "pell mell" into a potentially harmful transaction, waiving important rules as we go, but rather to advise CSX and NS to use the available three months under the Board's rules time to go back to Conrail's shareholders, before most of Conrail's shares are purchased, and seek to reach agreement on a per-share price much closer to Conrail's book value (or market value before announcement of the CSX/Conrail initial agreement in October 1996).

4. At the same time, this situation is completely unlike the UP/SP merger proceeding, where the Board was driven by concerns about (1) SP's financial health and (2) its ability to compete with BN-SF and UP. No such issues arise in the East, and thus there is not need for expedition except the self-inflicted wound of a purchase price for Conrail that is far too high, by any reasonable standard. Customers of a regulated entity are never subjected to substantial acquisition premiums.

5. The Board should also make clear that it expects Conrail to perform its common-carrier and contractual duties without diminution during the pendency of this proceeding. The Board should not succumb to the self-inflicted damage that CSX and NS claim (Waiver Petition at 2, Schedule Petition at 5-6) will result if this proceeding is not expedited. Conrail initiated the effort to merge with, or be acquired by, another carrier, but it

\(^1\) A recent statement by Professor Alfred E. Kahn and report by Professor Jerome Hass (Attachment 1) concludes that the allowance of acquisition premium in the regulatory regime introduces a "fatal circularity," resulting in rate increases which justify higher share prices which lead to further rate increases. Surely, some share price must be too high, and we submit that a premium of over $4 billion or 65% of share value, is obviously too high. For example, surely the Board would have expressed its concern if NS and CSX had agreed to pay $200 per share of Conrail stock.
did so in the face of legal obligations to serve the public, and must (as a still independent company) meet those obligations. The Board cannot permit any less.

6. Moreover, Applicants suggest that three months’ notice of filing the joint Application is not necessary because this transaction has been the subject of informal notice for some time. But -- even now -- major elements of the transaction are still not clear, or can be changed by mutual agreement of NS and CSX. Thus, the public is not on notice of the transaction in the necessary detail even at this point.

7. Finally, the Board should not grant the proposed Protective Order if it permits NS and CSX to exchange commercially sensitive information, since the predicate for this transaction is that CSX and NS will be competitors thereafter.

**Conclusion**

The Board should decline to waive its rules requiring three months’ notice before filing. Instead, it should advise NS and CSX of its concern that the acquisition price of Conrail is far too high and may, therefore, be deleterious to the public interest, and that they should use the full three months now available before filing to negotiate a much lower acquisition price. Also, the Board should remind Conrail, as a still independent company, of its ongoing obligation to serve the public without diminution of service at today’s levels.
Finally, the Board should not issue the proposed Protective Order if it permits CSX and NS to exchange commercially sensitive information, since they are and will remain competitors.

Respectfully submitted,

[Signature]

Michael F. McBride
Linda K. Breggin
Brenda Durham
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Greene & MacRae, L.L.P.
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Suite 1200
Washington, DC 20009-5728
(202) 986-8000
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The attached analysis by Professor Jerome E. Hass of the methods by which the Surface Transportation Board ("STB") determines whether individual railroads are or are not "revenue adequate" and of the results it produces demonstrate, incontestably in my view, that

- the method itself is totally discredited;
- its flaws are irremediable, and
- any attempt at this stage to devise an alternative method would not only be costly but would serve no useful purpose.

In these circumstances, it is my considered opinion that STB's entire exercise to determine the adequacy of railroad revenues should be abandoned.²

I. The method is discredited, quite simply, by the nonsensical results it produces. The core of the economic concept of revenue adequacy is as a test of the ability of a company to raise capital to undertake any and all economically justifiable investments. To this strictly economic criterion might arguably be attached the additional traditional regulatory condition that the company be able to raise that capital without diluting the equity of its existing shareholders.³

This criterion translates into the requirement that present holders as well as future purchasers of the company’s stock must see a reasonable prospect that it will earn a return at least equivalent to the cost of capital on the totality of the net book value of its investments or assets.

---

¹ Robert Julius Thorne Professor of Political Economy, Emeritus, Cornell University; Special Consultant, National Economic Research Associates, Inc
² Insofar as the STB undertakes annual revenue adequacy reviews in order to meet the requirements of Section 205 of the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, adoption of my recommendation would require legislative action.
³ See the demonstration in my The Economics of Regulation that a company may be able to raise capital for all efficient future investments, but only at the expense of such dilution, when it is either able or permitted by its regulators to earn (more precisely, because future investors expect it to be able to earn) something less than the cost of capital on the totality of its investments (Vol. 1, pp. 46-47).
There is a simple market measure of whether that requirement is or is not being met—namely, the relationship between the market value of the company's stock—the price that new purchasers are willing pay for it and at which existing shareholders willingly continue to hold it—and its net book value. If that ratio is equal to or greater than unity—that is, if the market value equals or exceeds net book value—that means that investors collectively expect earnings on invested capital to exceed the cost of capital.

In its revenue adequacy determination for 1995, the STB found that 8 of the 11 Class I railroads were "revenue inadequate." Here are the market to book ratios at the end of 1995 and 1996 for the six Class I railroads in the revenue inadequate group that are publicly traded:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>RAILROAD</th>
<th>1995 MARKET-TO-BOOK RATIO</th>
<th>1996 MARKET-TO-BOOK RATIO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AT &amp; SF</td>
<td>2.32 (a)</td>
<td>2.30 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burlington Northern</td>
<td>2.32 (a)</td>
<td>2.30 (a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conrail</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>2.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSX Transportation</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas City Southern</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Pacific</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>2.13(b)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) BN and AT&SF were merged during 1995; ratios are for BNSF.
(b) SP was merged in 1996 with UP; ratio for 1996 is UP ratio.

Observe that in every case the market/book ratio is well in excess of unity: the lowest ratio is 1.88, the average is 2.41 and the median 2.30.

I find this comparison definitive. Clearly investors collectively expect the prices these companies can be expected to be able to charge and the volume of business they can be expected to attract will be far more than sufficient to produce a return in excess of the costs of capital—and are therefore willing to make capital available to them on terms that involve no dilution of existing shareholders' equity. While it could be argued that the observed deviations

---

The willingness of these railroads to plow back earnings rather than pay them out as dividends further coherates this conclusion. Since they are not subject to an obligation to serve, it would be irrational for them to reinvest

(continued...)
between market prices and book values are to at least some extent attributable to non-railroad assets and operations. It is highly unlikely that these very high ratios can be entirely explained by those operations, as Professor Hass explains.

II. The force of this evidence is magnified by the consideration, also adduced by Professor Hass, that the net book value of the assets of these companies has been inflated as a result of acquisitions and/or mergers. Whenever and wherever the net book value of a company's stock or assets has served as the basis for determining its permissible return for regulatory purposes—as it is in the STB's revenue adequacy calculations—it is axiomatic that those book values must be based on the original cost of the assets. As the U.S. Supreme Court has recognized, to incorporate market-value-based write-ups in the rate base to which the allowable rate of return is applied in determining a regulated company's revenue requirements or entitlements—which in turn determine its allowable prices—is to introduce a fatal circularity into the process: allowable prices are set on the basis of the market value of assets which must be based in turn on the expected prices.

It would similarly eviscerate the regulatory process if the net book value that serves as the investment base in these revenue adequacy calculations were not the original cost of the assets when they were first constructed or acquired but the prices at which they were subsequently valued in or as the result of asset transfers, mergers or acquisitions. To permit rates (or calculations of revenue adequacy) to be based on the prices of those subsequent transfers would be to permit easy evasion of regulation: the assets could be transferred at prices inflated above net original cost and those inflated valuations would then automatically be translated into correspondingly inflated revenue or return targets for subsequent revenue adequacy calculations.

(continued)

retained earnings in this way if they did not expect the investments to earn an adequate return. For 1995 and 1996, the average retention rates [for these "non-revenue-adequate" carriers?] were 80 and 76 percent, respectively, with the lowest being 65 percent (Conrail in 1996).
Yet, as Professor Hass points out, this is exactly what has happened in the present instance: the asset valuations entailed by the numerous mergers, acquisitions, consolidations and reorganizations of railroads since 1980 have found their way into the book values on the basis of which the revenue adequacy assessments have continued to be made—in a self-justifying cycle of upward valuations of assets and correspondingly increased net revenues required for revenue adequacy.

I emphasize that this flaw is in addition to the—already decisive—record of prevailing market to book ratios far in excess of unity: the ratios would presumably be even higher if the denominators reflected the true (depreciated) original acquisition costs of the companies’ assets rather than the prices at which they have been transferred to other railroads or new surviving entities.

III. Not only would an archeological endeavor by the STB to redetermine the true original costs for the railroads (let alone remedy all the other deficiencies in the STB’s methods that Professor Hass identifies) be somewhere between extremely difficult and impossible. The final decisive consideration is that it would serve no useful purpose. The continuing effort to assess revenue adequacy is a vestigial carryover from the era of thoroughgoing regulation of the railroads, public-utility-style. But the railroads have been deregulated for more than 16 years. With most rail traffic moving under contract or exempt from regulation, the only remaining regulation is of the rates they charge captive shippers. The ceiling applied by the agency in every major rate case during the past dozen years in fulfillment of that responsibility—stand-alone cost—makes no use of revenue adequacy determinations; and I am informed that there are no recommendations, by either shippers or carriers, that the stand-alone cost ceilings be modified either upward or downward on the basis of those determinations.

* * * *

In sum, the present method of determining revenue adequacy produces results totally discredited by the ultimate test—the behavior of investors and financial markets; it incorporates a fatal circularity; and it serves no purpose such as might justify the forbidding effort to correct those defects. It is time to give the exercise the burial—decent or otherwise—that it has richly earned.
AN EVALUATION OF THE MEASUREMENT AND USE OF THE STB’S ANNUAL RAILROAD REVENUE ADEQUACY DETERMINATION

Jerome E. Hass’

I. INTRODUCTION

Price regulation of commerce is called for in situations where workable competition (existing or potential) is deemed ineffective. Traditional regulation relied on the principle that regulation should emulate that which would occur in a competitive market—where prices are cost-based. Traditional regulation thus allows the regulated entity to charge prices that are no greater than the prudent costs incurred in providing the good or service in question.

An important element of the cost of service is the return allowed on invested capital. As articulated in the famous Supreme Court Hope and Bluefield cases, the return on invested capital must be sufficient to allow the regulated entity to attract and retain the capital necessary to provide adequate service. This gives rise to the measure called the cost of capital and the court mandate that a regulated entity must have revenues sufficient to cover not only operating costs but also allow the enterprise the fair opportunity to earn its cost of invested capital.

Under the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, the Interstate Commerce Commission ("ICC") was charged with the responsibility to develop and promulgate railroad revenue adequacy standards. With the passage of the Staggers Rail Act of 1980, full regulation of railroad prices and service became history. But there are still selected situations which call for railroad regulation and it appears that findings regarding railroad revenue adequacy play an important role in some aspects of that regulation. While Congress abolished the ICC at the end of 1995, its successor, the Surface Transportation Board ("STB" or "Board"), was given the responsibility of continuing to determine whether railroads are revenue adequate.

1 Professor of Finance & Business Strategy, Johnson Graduate School of Management, Cornell University, and Special Consultant, National Economic Research Associates.

2 It is apparently common for the railroads to refer to the fact that the majority of Class I railroads fail the STB’s revenue adequacy test in cases where the Board has jurisdiction, both those involving possible rate reductions and other contexts (such as mergers and line crossings).
The purpose of this report is to examine the reasonableness of the measure used by the STB to determine railroad revenue adequacy. As demonstrated below, the measure used by the STB is fatally flawed and is clearly giving erroneous signals. Given that the flaws are not easily remedied, that the railroads are financially very healthy, and that there is no meaningful regulatory role for revenue adequacy determinations to play, it is time to abolish the requirement for this arcane and meaningless exercise.

II. MEASURING REVENUE ADEQUACY

The application of the principle of allowing a regulated entity the opportunity to earn the cost of capital on its invested capital appears to be straight-forward and gives rise to the notion of revenue adequacy. As practiced by the STB, revenue adequacy is the simple determination as to whether a railroad's most recent year's revenues produced operating income (revenues less operating costs) that resulted in earning a return on invested capital at least as great as its cost of capital. In making this comparison, the STB first determines the railroad industry's cost of capital (which it estimated to be 11.7 percent for 1995) and then compares the rates of return earned on invested capital by each of the Class I railroads to that cost of capital in order to judge whether these railroads are "revenue adequate," where a railroad's revenue is deemed adequate if its rate of return on average invested capital equals or exceeds the estimated cost of capital for the industry.

RETURN ON INVESTMENT. The STB's measure of the rate of return on invested capital is the ratio of after-tax income from railroad operations to capital invested in railroad assets (the average of railroad assets, including working capital, less accumulated deferred income taxes). The STB's measure of rate of return on invested capital, which it calls "Return on Investment" or "ROI," is seriously flawed for a number of reasons.

First, the numerator includes one-time "special charges" that can materially alter the reported ROI. The Association of American Railroads ("AAR") reported that during 1995 seven Class I railroads recorded special charges totaling $1.742 billion on a pre-tax basis. Analysis of Class I Railroads, 1995, p. 4. On an after-tax basis ($1.132 billion using a 35% tax
rate), the overall return on capital for the industry would increase from 7.7 to 10.3 percent if these special charges were not considered.\(^3\)

**Second**, there are problems with the denominator of the STB's ROI measure because of the book accounting treatment of mergers in the industry. While major mergers, such as ATSF/BN and SP/UP get lots of attention, smaller scale acquisitions take place all the time (such as BN's acquisition of Washington Central, IC's purchase of CCP Holdings and KCS's acquisition of MidSouth Corporation and its purchase of 49 percent of the shares of Mexrail, which owns Tex-Mex). These acquisitions or mergers are usually made at premium prices over the book values of the underlying assets. To the extent that the intangible value paid is reflected in the subsequent value of railroad assets, the denominator of the STB's measure of return on investment no longer reflects depreciated original costs and the notion of earning a reasonable return on cost is lost.\(^*\)

The flaw actually creates a problem with the numerator as well—because the intangible assets created by the acquisition are subsequently amortized, reducing the operating income (similar to depreciation expenses). Hence the overall effect of the accounting for acquisitions at prices in excess of book values is to increase the denominator and reduce the numerator of the ROI measure in subsequent years.\(^5\)

---

\(^3\) In a recent STB filing regarding "bottleneck" issues, James N. Heller noted in his Verified Statement that the removal of these one-time charges in order to reflect more fundamental profitability resulted in the ROIs of individual railroads increasing from 0.4 percent to 61.1 percent. For example, the combined BNSF ROI would increase from 5.8 percent to 9.7 percent if the expenses of $735 million associated with "merger, severance and asset charges" were removed from the numerator of the ROI calculation (on an after-tax basis).

\(^*\) The extent to which book values increase through this process is unknown. In 1994, UP and CNW reported Net Road and Equipment values of $9.141 and $1.413 billion, respectively, and $10.55 billion in total. In 1995, after the acquisition was complete, the combined UP/CNW reported Net Road and Equipment of $13.52 billion, for a composite increase of nearly $3 billion in Net Road and Equipment. UP's acquisition of the 70 percent of CNW that it did not already own was for about $1.2 billion, which was about $1 billion more than its book value. The extent to which the $1 billion is reflected in the $3 billion increase is unclear. Heller (see fn. 3) reports that the acquisition of SF by BN resulted in a "write-up" of $2.8 billion in SF's investment base and that UP's acquisition of SP will result in a write-up in 1996 of $2.9 billion in SP's investment base.

\(^5\) There also appears to be another flaw in the STB's ROI measure. The STB bases the numerator of its return calculation on Net Railroad Operating Income, taken from Schedule 210 of Form R-1. Net Railroad Operating Income excludes both the income from the leasing of railroad assets and lease payments for leased railroad assets. Insofar as the leased railroad assets are included in the denominator of the ROI measure, the income (continued...
Third, ROI, like many short-term measures, also suffers from extreme swings as railroad operating margins change over time.\(^6\)

**COST OF CAPITAL.** The cost of capital for the Class I railroads is determined by the STB as the weighted average of the costs of debt (in various forms), preferred equity, and common equity, where the weights are the market values of the various forms of capital. The STB's cost of capital measure also has several serious flaws.

First, the Board's analysis inappropriately mixes before-tax and after-tax costs of debt and equity, respectively; given the return on railroad investment is expressed on an after-tax basis, then the interest expense component of the weighted cost of capital should be adjusted to reflect the tax deductibility of interest as a matter of economic consistency.

Second, the weights used in the cost of capital estimation should be based on book values of debt, preferred and common equity, not market values; given that market values for the stocks of the railroads are substantially in excess of their book values, this mis-weighting results in a substantial overstatement of the cost of capital for the railroads.\(^7\)

Third, the STB's estimate of the cost of equity is based on a constant dividend growth rate stock price model (sometimes called the "discounted cash flow" model); the growth component is set at 10.69 percent, a rate that is impossible to sustain in perpetuity; in an economy with an expected inflation rate of about 3 percent, a real growth rate of 7.7 percent would eventually result in the railroads overtaking the world.\(^8\)

\(^6\) For example, Southern Pacific's Net Revenues from Operations fell from $224 million to a negative $21 million from 1994 to 1995.

\(^7\) It is easy to get confused on this issue. Most finance textbooks advocate the calculation of the weighted cost of capital using market value weights, a prescription that is perfectly correct for a non-regulated entity seeking an estimate of its cost of capital as a hurdle rate for forward-looking investment decision-making. But in a regulated rate-setting context, the return is allowed on the historic cost of the net assets (rate base) and is set to earn the costs of debt and equity capital on the book values of the debt and equity.

\(^8\) The growth component was based on five-year earnings per share growth projections made by security analysts. While several studies have tested the reasonableness of such projections as indicators of investor expectations and found them to have explanatory power, regulatory agencies that face cost of capital problems on a repeated...
Fourth, although insignificant in 1995 (only 1.2 percent of total capital), the cost of preferred stock was severely understated because the cost of Conrail's Series A ESOP convertible junior preferred (the dominant issue of preferred stock outstanding among the Class I railroads) was set at its market dividend yield of 3.03 percent; the stock is clearly selling on the basis of its conversion value and should be treated as common stock with common stock cost.

If these four changes are made to the cost of capital estimate, the result is a reduction in the weighted cost of capital from 11.7 percent (as reported in the STB's "Railroad Cost of Capital—1995," Ex Parte 523, June 5, 1996) to 10.3 percent. The latter is based on a cost of debt of 7.4 percent before tax (as per the STB), an income tax rate of 35 percent, a 12.5 percent cost of equity (STB's estimate was 13.4 percent) and a 29/71 debt-to-equity capital structure (based on book values as reported in *Analysis of Class I Railroads, 1995*, Association of American Railroads, lines 76, 78, 79, 80, 81, 82 and 97).\(^9\)

Note that simply adjusting the ROI to exclude one-time ("special") charges and adjusting the cost of capital estimates, as discussed above, results in the industry ROI equaling the estimated industry cost of capital—implying that, without further adjustment for acquisition write-ups, the industry is revenue adequate.\(^{10}\)

===

\(^9\) For the set of seven Class I railroads used by the STB to calculate the industry cost of capital, the debt-to-equity ratio based on market values was estimated to be 26/74; using a conservative 2:1 composite market-to-book ratio for these railroads, the book value debt-to-equity ratio would be 41/59 and the resultant after-tax weighted cost of capital would be 9.3 percent.

\(^{10}\) It should also be noted that the Board's methodology is flawed because it uses a company-specific after-tax return on investment measure that reflects the tax deductibility of interest on the specific company's debt with an industry average cost of capital. If all railroads had similar capital structures, such a comparison would be acceptable. But the utilization of debt varies substantially across Class I railroads: for example, at the end of 1995 Soo Line had a debt-to-equity ratio of 67/33 compared to CSX's 13/87; Grand Trunk Western's equity was...
III. INTERPRETING REVENUE ADEQUACY

There is no meaningful relationship between the STB's measure of revenue adequacy and the financial well-being of the Class I railroads.

First, if investors expect that the prices of the regulated entity are or will be set so that the entity will not have the fair opportunity to earn its cost of capital, then the book value of its equity (as the residual capital suppliers) will exceed its market value. In the case of the Class I railroads, at the end of 1995 market-to-book ratios for the 8 publicly-traded railroads ranged from 2.13 to 3.53 times and averaged 2.53 times. This strongly suggests that investors expect the railroads to earn more than the cost of capital in the future.

It should be noted that some of the divergence between market values and book values may be attributable to non-railroad assets which are carried on the books at cost but may be worth substantial sums if and when sold (such as real estate). For example, in testimony associated with its acquisition by Union Pacific, Southern Pacific Transportation Company indicated that it had a real estate portfolio worth about $1 billion. This translates into about $6.40 per share, so that the remaining market value of the railroad assets for SP at the end of 1995 was about $17.60 per share, which was 2.59 times book value. Similarly, the market prices of these railroad companies also reflect non-rail activities. For example, railroad

(...continued)

negative. Given substantial variations in debt utilization, the after-tax weighted average costs of capital for the Class I railroads is likely to differ substantially between railroads and using a composite average, even if calculated correctly, would be inappropriate.

For example, if the book value of the regulated firm's stock is $20 per share and the market expects the firm to earn 10 percent on its book value, then the market value of the shares will be $16 if the market requires a return on 12.5 percent to adequately compensate for time value and risk.

See the attached exhibit. The highest ratio was that of Southern Pacific, which was in the midst of a merger. The next-highest ratio was Illinois Central at 3.34 times. The ratios at the end of 1996 (when the high SP ratio is replaced by a high Conrail ratio) were, on average, somewhat less, but still well above 2 times. Weighted averages (using equity market values as weights) were only slightly less than simple averages.

This expectation could be achieved by decreases in operating costs as well as price increases. Value Line (September 20, 1996) reports that operating margins (the complement of operating costs) for the railroad industry (at the company level, which include non-rail activities) have increased from 22.6 percent in 1992 to 26.1 percent in 1995 and are predicted to get to 30.1 percent in the 1999-2001 time frame.

Deposition of Lawrence Yarberry, Chief Financial Officer for Southern Pacific, STB Finance Docket No. 32760.
operating revenues were only 46 percent of the total revenues of CSX for 1995. However, railroad activities accounted for 75 percent of CSX's assets and 79 percent of its total operating profits. Kansas City Southern Industries received a large fraction of its operating income from non-rail activities. But all the other Class I railroads were owned by companies that had virtually all (85 percent or more) of their assets and operating revenues associated with railroading activities. Thus, it appears that while non-railroading activities and assets could account for a portion of the observed differences between book and market values for companies that own Class I railroads, the very large differences between the observed ratios and unity cannot be explained on the basis of these non-rail activities.\(^\text{15}\)

Second, there is the objective evidence from the railroad companies themselves. If investments in railroad activities are not expected to earn at least the cost of capital, then these firms should not be retaining the earnings they generate for their shareholders but rather pay those earnings out as dividends so that shareholders can reinvest them elsewhere to make an adequate return. In 1995, all of the Class I railroads, with the exception of Union Pacific, retained (plowed back) more than 60 percent of their earnings; Union Pacific retained only 43 percent. Overall, the industry average was 73 percent for 1995 and 67 percent for 1996. This evidence supports the contention that the management and boards of directors of these companies believed that the investment opportunities within the industry were financially attractive.

Third, the very title of the measure suggests that if an inadequacy is found, it is associated with revenues. This may not be the case. While there are clearly large year-to-year changes in the operating ratio (ratio of operating expenses to revenues) in the industry, there are strong pressures to decrease the ratio over time. Some railroads have ratios near or below 70 percent (Illinois Central and Norfolk Southern), while others struggle to get below 100 percent (Soo Line and GTW). When coupled with increases in capital turnover (more efficient use of

\(^\text{15}\) Non-rail activities and assets might pull the market-to-book ratios down. This would be the case if the non-rail activities were not very profitable. Such is likely the case at CSX: in 1995, the ratios of operating income to assets for rail and non-rail activities (barge, container shipping, and intermodal) were 8.7 and 6.9 percent, respectively.
capital), the result is an expectation of increasing returns to invested capital even without price increases:

\[
\text{Return on Invested Capital} = \frac{\text{Income}}{\text{Revenues}} \times \frac{\text{Revenues}}{\text{Capital}}
\]

\[
= \text{Profit Margin} \times \text{Capital Turnover}
\]

During 1995, the Class I railroads operated at an after-tax profit margin of about 8.9 percent (13.7 percent before-tax at a 35 percent tax rate) and a capital turnover rate of 0.73.\(^\text{16}\) If the after-tax margins can be increased to, say, 11 percent and capital turnover improved to, say, 0.85, then the after-tax return on invested capital would increase from the 6.5 percent realized in 1995 to 9.35 percent. While these numbers are only illustrative, they do indicate how relatively small changes can produce dramatic effects, effects that could result in the industry being deemed more than revenue adequate without any increases in prices.\(^\text{17}\) The most recent *Value Line* (December 20, 1996) states that "[t]he railroads have done a good job of lowering their fixed costs over the past five years, and we think this trend will continue."

**Fourth**, there is a clear divergence between the notion that eight of the eleven Class I railroads were revenue inadequate in 1995 and the ability of these firms to raise cash and the willingness of others to pay substantially more than book value for acquisitions. It is generally believed that if the regulated entity does not have a fair opportunity to earn its cost of capital, then it will not be able to attract new capital or will be able to do so only at the expense of existing capital suppliers. But the railroads are active issuers of debt to finance equipment purchases, system improvements and acquisitions. Those which have debt rated by Moody's carry investment grades (with the exception of SPRR's senior note, rated Ba1) and their transportation trust certificates are often highly rated. Several railroads have either sold stock outright or used stock as currency in acquisitions over the past several years.\(^\text{18}\) *Value Line* rates

\(^{16}\) The AAR 1995 report indicates a before-tax profit margin of 13.58 percent for all Class I railroads.

\(^{17}\) The degree to which investors expect improvements can, perhaps, best be seen in the "synergies" predicted in recent acquisitions. For example, UP's acquisition price for the stock of SP was based on synergies in excess of $750 million per year pre-tax. See *The Wall Street Journal*, December 1, 1995, page B10. The joint railroad revenues of Southern Pacific and Union Pacific in 1995 were $9.54 billion, so that the synergies would increase the after-tax (at 35 percent) margin of the combined companies by 5.1 percent.

\(^{18}\) Even Southern Pacific, thought to be among the most financially weak of the Class I railroads, was able to sell stock substantially in excess of its book value in 1993 and 1994.
the financial strength of the seven Class I railroads it follows from moderate (B for KCS) to strong (A+ for NS). Standard & Poor's November 30, 1995 Industry Survey stated that "[a]lthough the industry if failing to earn its cost of capital as defined by the ICC, it is in fact a picture of health."

UP paid $35 per share for CNW, which had a book value the year before the acquisition of $7; BN paid $20 per share for ATSF, which had a book value of $6.67 per share the year before its acquisition; UP paid $25 per share for SP, which had a book value of $6.80 per share the year before its acquisition; and the bidding war for Conrail has pushed its price to $110 per share, which had a book value of about $32.83 share at the end of 1995.

Fifth, even if all the defects discussed above were corrected, the method of measuring revenue adequacy chosen by the Board is flawed. That is, the Board's measure could signal inadequacy in a given year while, at that time, the current revenues are entirely adequate in terms of providing a reasonable return on invested capital when judged in the proper context.

The best way to illustrate this point is to compare two alternative cost-of-service methodologies, both fully compensatory (i.e., although their price patterns are different over time, both sets of prices allow investors full recovery of their investment and a reasonable return thereon): depreciated original cost and trended original cost. Under the Depreciated Original Cost ("DOC") methodology, the rate base is the depreciated original cost of the net assets (assets at cost less accumulated depreciation) less accumulated deferred income taxes (consistent with Schedule 250) and the return on the equity-financed portion of the rate base is set in nominal terms (such as the 13.4 percent used by the STB). As accumulated depreciation increases over time and the rate base declines, the cost-based price of the service declines, other cost-of-service components held constant. Under the Trended Original Cost ("TOC") methodology, only the real portion of the return on equity is reflected in current rates; the inflation component of the return on equity is deferred until a later date. Hence the TOC rate base is greater than the DOC rate base by the accumulated deferred return balance.10 The TOC

---

methodology produces pricing that start at a lower level than those under the DOC methodology, and these cost-based prices drift upward over time rather than downward, as they would under the DOC methodology. Hence, if a regulated entity were pricing its service using a TOC-based pricing scheme, in the early years of the life of the rate base (or, more generally, during the time when the firm is adding to its asset base), its revenues will appear "inadequate" when measured against those necessary under a DOC methodology.

The STB's methodology is effectively a DOC-based approach to cost of service. Yet, it is logical that the railroads should be using a TOC-based approach to pricing their services over time (so that prices tend to rise with inflation). Hence, it is entirely plausible that the test applied by the Board is yielding false-negative results: railroad revenues appear to be inadequate, but are factually adequate when judged according to the inter-temporal scheme under which they are being played out.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The requirement that the STB shall annually determine the railroad revenue adequacy should be put to rest. The Board's measure of return on investment for each Class I railroad is fraught with shortcomings and severely short-sighted; and the cost of capital estimate it uses as a benchmark against which to judge adequacy is severely flawed as well. Simple measures, such as market-to-book ratios, retention rates and debt ratings indicate that the railroads have a high degree of financial integrity and are expected to earn returns on the book value of equity well in excess of their cost of capital. They clearly have no difficulty in raising capital without causing any dilution for existing shareholders. Yet all but three of the eleven Class I railroads reviewed by the STB indicate revenue inadequacy. Given the fatal flaws in the STB's methodology and the potential misunderstandings that result from its publication, now is the time to remove the substantial burden on both the railroads and STB staff of making the filings and calculations necessary to produce this useless and potentially misleading statistical analysis.
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1994- American Airlines on code-sharing
1994- Antitrust Division, U.S. Department of Justice, on the application of Ameritech for waivers of the interexchange restrictions in the AT&T Modified Final Judgment
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MAJOR ARTICLES:


“Public Policies for Our Telecommunications Future,” in *Funding the Future of Telecommunications*, a conference sponsored by Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, supported by the NYNEX Telephone Companies, Saratoga Springs, New York, June 3-5, 1985.


"Economic Policies For The 80s," Oppenstein Brothers Foundation Lecture, Rockhurst College and the University of Missouri, Kansas City, April 19, 1983.


"The Economics of the Electricity-Environmental Issue: A Primer," P.I.P. National Environmental Press Seminar, Minneapolis, Minnesota, May 31-June 1, 1972.


U.S. CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONY:

Aviation Subcommittee of the House Committee on Public Works and Transportation on international aviation policy, May 9, 1991.

Subcommittee on Aviation of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation on airline concentration at hub airports, September 22, 1988.

Subcommittee on Aviation of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation on airline safety and re-regulation, November 4, 1987.


Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, on competitive issues in the airline industry, March 25, 1987.

Subcommittee on Monopolies and Commercial Law, Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. House of Representatives, on the Administration's proposed amendments to Section 7 of the Clayton Act, February 26, 1986.


House Committee on Public Works and Transportation on “Coal Slurry Pipelines,” April 13, 1983.


Senate Committee on the Judiciary, on S. 1215, the Malt Beverage Competition Act, June 21, 1982.


Testimony on food prices and inflation, before:
  a) House Subcommittee on Domestic Marketing, Consumer Relations and Nutrition; and Subcommittee on Department Investigations, Oversight and Research, Committee on Agriculture, April 4, 1979.
  b) Subcommittee on Antitrust and Monopoly, Senate Committee on the Judiciary, April 6, 1979.
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  c) Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, February 9, 1979.


f) Senate Committee on Banking, Housing, and Urban Affairs, March 17, 1980.

g) Subcommittee on Treasury, Postal Service, and General Government, House Committee on Appropriations, March 31, 1980.

h) Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, April 21, 1980.


House Committee on Ways and Means, on “Real Wage Insurance,” January 30, 1979.

Testimony on the President’s anti-inflation program, before:


c) House Committee on the Budget, January 30, 1979.


e) Senate Budget Committee, March 7, 1979.


g) Economic Stabilization Subcommittee, House Committee on Banking, Finance and Urban Affairs, October 10, 1979.

h) Economic Stabilization Subcommittee, Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, October 11, 1979.
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b) Senate Subcommittee on Appropriations, March 2, 1978.

Testimony on United States international aviation negotiations, before:
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Area Rate Proceeding (Permian Basin Area), Docket Nos. AR61-1, et al.


MISCELLANEOUS TESTIMONY:


Verified Statement Before the Surface Transportation Board on behalf of the National Industrial Transportation League and the Western Coal Traffic League commenting on the joint statement submitted by the Association of American Railroads, Docket No. 41626, Docket No. 41242, Docket No. 41295, November 27, 1996.

"Joint Marketing, Personnel Separation and Efficient Competition Under the Telecommunications Act of 1996" (with Timothy J. Tardiff), a statement on behalf of US West commenting on the FCC's NPRM of July 17th, in CC Docket No. 96-149, October 11, 1996.

"Economic Competition in Local Exchange Markets" (with Kenneth Gordon and William E. Taylor), on behalf of Bell Atlantic Company, commenting on a statement by seven economists on the pricing of essential network elements submitted by AT&T in state arbitration proceedings, August 9, 1996.


Testimony before the Kansas Corporation Commission commenting on the continuing regulation and deregulation of the telecommunications industry in Kansas with reference to Competition docket HB 2728, on behalf of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, Docket No. 190.492-U, June 14, 1996.

Testimony before the Public Service Commission of Maryland In Support of the Petition of Bell Atlantic - Maryland, Inc. for Adoption of a Price Cap Form of Alternative Regulation, on behalf of Bell Atlantic - Maryland, February 15, 1996; Rebuttal March 14, 1996; Surrebuttal April 1, 1996.

Testimony before the Public Service Commission of Pennsylvania regarding the Formal Investigation to Examine and Establish Updated Universal Service Principles and Policies for Telecommunications Services, Docket No. 1-940035, on behalf of Bell Atlantic - Pennsylvania, Inc., December 7, 1995; Rebuttal, February 14, 1996.

Affidavit before the Public Service Commission of Maryland In the Matter of the Petition of Bell Atlantic-Maryland, Inc. for Adoption of an Alternative Form of Regulation pursuant to Amended Public Service Commission Law, Article 78, Section 69(E), on behalf of Bell Atlantic-Maryland, December 21, 1995.

Rebuttal Testimony before the State of Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, discussing network unbundling, universal service and apportioning loop costs between telephone and video services, on behalf of the Southern New England Telephone Company, Docket No. 95-06-17, September 20, 1995.


"Preserving Universality of Subscription to Telephone Service in an Increasingly Competitive Industry" (with Timothy J. Tardiff), before the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California, on behalf of Pacific Bell, September 1, 1995.

Rebuttal Testimony before the Commonwealth of Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, Docket 94-185, discussing network unbundling and universality of service, on behalf of NYNEX, August 23, 1995.

"Alternative Regulation for Connecticut Telecommunications Services," before the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, discussing the economic principles that should guide the introduction of an alternative form of regulation for noncompetitive telecommunications services, on behalf of the Southern New England Telephone Company, Docket No. 95-03-01, June 15, 1995.

Rebuttal Testimony before the New Jersey Board of Regulatory Commissioners, in the matter of the Investigation Regarding IntraLATA Toll Service Competition on a Presubscription Basis, Docket No. TX94090388, on behalf of Bell Atlantic - New Jersey, Inc., May 31, 1995.

Testimony before the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control on strandable investments, on behalf of United Illuminating, Docket 94-12-13, April 1995.

"Rebuttal Evidence on Rate-base Splitting, Price Caps and the Treatment of Economies of Scope in Telecommunications Regulation," submission to Canadian Radio/television and


Testimony before the Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control, Docket Nos. 94-10-01-02, on incremental cost standards for network unbundling, on behalf of the Southern New England Telephone Company, January 10, 1995; Rebuttal Testimony, February 13, 1995.


Affidavit before the U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Alabama Southern Division on behalf of BellSouth Corporation on overturning the statutory prohibition of telephone companies carrying their own video programming, filed June 3, 1994.

Reply Affidavit before the U.S. District Court for the District of Michigan (Eastern Division) on behalf of Ameritech Corporation on overturning the statutory prohibition of telephone companies carrying their own video programming, filed May 16, 1994.

Affidavit before the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia on behalf of Southwestern Bell in support of request for out-of-region waiver from the interLATA MFJ restrictions (with William E. Taylor), filed May 12, 1994.

Reply Affidavit before the U.S. District Court for the District of Maine on behalf of NYNEX Corporation on overturning the statutory prohibition of telephone companies carrying their own video programming, filed May 6, 1994.

Testimony on behalf of Bell Atlantic-New Jersey in proceeding involving the issue of opening the intralATA toll market to competition, filed April 7, 1994; Rebuttal Testimony filed April 25, 1994.

Testimony on behalf of The Chesapeake and Potomac Telephone Company of Maryland, Case No. 8584, on the regulatory principles applicable to determining an efficient price for MFS-I's interconnection with C&P's network (with William E. Taylor), filed November 19, 1993; Rebuttal Testimony filed January 10, 1994; Surrebuttal Testimony filed January 24, 1994.

Affidavit to the Federal Communications Commission with respect to Interstate Long Distance Competition and AT&T's Motion for Reclassification as a Nondominant Carrier (with William E. Taylor), filed November 12, 1993.

Affidavit to the High Court of New Zealand on behalf of New Zealand Rail Limited involving wharfage charges by Port Marlborough, September 27, 1993.


Affidavit to the High Court of New Zealand on behalf of Air New Zealand, Ltd., and others in a proceeding involving landing charges by Wellington International Airport, Ltd., June 25, 1993.


Testimony before Denver County District Court, Denver, Colorado, on behalf of Metropolitan Denver Water Authority re City of Denver water rates, May 17, 1993.


“Major Elements of a Competitive Telecommunications Policy,” on behalf of AGT (Alberta Government Telephone Company), Alberta, Canada, February 15, 1993

Testimony on behalf of the Municipal Electric Association evaluating the soundness of Ontario Hydro's Demand Side Management program, December 1992.


Testimony on behalf of New Zealand Telecom in an antitrust proceeding before the High Court of New Zealand involving terms of interconnection with Clear, a competitive provider of local transport, April 27, 1992.


Affidavit to the U.S. District Court for District of Columbia on behalf of Bell Atlantic Corporation in *United States of America v. Western Electric Company, Inc. and American Telephone and Telegraph Company*, re MFJ restrictions on Bell Operating Companies' ability to offer information services, January 8, 1991.

Oral testimony before the Puerto Rican Legislature on privatization and future regulation of the Puerto Rico Telephone Company, June 20, 1990.

Testimony on behalf of Central Telephone Company of Florida before the Public Service Commission, June 12, 1990.

Testimony on behalf of Fireman's Fund Insurance Company on Proposition 103 Rate Regulation Hearings, February 5, 1990.

Testimony before Denver County District Court, Denver, Colorado, on behalf of Southgate Water District vs. Denver Water Authority on conduit extension charges, May 25, 1989.


Reply Verified Statement on behalf of Concerned Shippers, In the Matter of Railroad Cost Recovery Procedures--Productivity Adjustment; Ex Parte No. 290 (Sub-No. 4), January 17, 1989.

Testimony on behalf of California Coalition for Trucking Deregulation before the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California, In the Matter of the Regulation of General Freight Transportation by Truck, Case No. 1-88-08-046, October 27, 1988.

Testimony before the Public Service Commission of the State of New York on the application to construct the Empire State gas pipeline, Case No. 88-T-132, October 1988.

Testimony before the Federal Communications Commission on behalf of Bell South on adjustment factor for local exchange companies under rate cap regulation, In the Matter of Policy and Rules Concerning Rates for Dominant Carriers (CC Docket 87-313), July 1988.

Affidavit on behalf of Massachusetts Port Authority in a proceeding on the proposed structure of landing fees for Logan Airport, Boston, U.S. District Court, District of Massachusetts, June 1988.

Affidavit on behalf of Financial Interchange Inc. in an antitrust arbitration proceeding on the legality of jointly set interchange fees of an electronic funds transfer network, April 1988.


Testimony on behalf of Public Service Electric & Gas Company, New Jersey on the used and useful doctrine in the context of utility performance standards, April 1988.

Testimony on behalf of the U.S. Postal Service on the pricing of Express Mail, March 28, 1988.

Testimony on behalf of Kentucky Industrial Utility Customers Case No. 9934 on the criteria for deciding whether a nuclear plant should be completed, February 8, 1988.

Testimony and Rebuttal Testimony before the Iowa State Utilities Board Department of Commerce on behalf of Northwestern Bell on the regulatory treatment of depreciation reserve deficiencies, October 1987 and November 1987.

Testimony before the State of Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control on behalf of the Connecticut Cable Television Association on regulating cable television rates, November 13, 1987.

Reply Verified Statement before the Interstate Commerce Commission on behalf of McCarty Farms et. al. and Montana Department of Commerce, on the stand-alone cost constraint on railroad rates to captive shippers, October 2, 1987.

Testimony before the New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of New York Telephone Company on assessing the competitiveness of telecommunications markets, April 1987.


Testimony before the New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of the Owners Committee on Electric Rates, Inc., on rent-inclusion and submetering, November 19, 1986. Testimony before the Illinois Commerce Commission on behalf of Commonwealth Edison Company on standard for deciding whether Braidwood Unit 2 should be cancelled, August 4, 1986.

Verified Statement on Standards for Railroad Revenue Adequacy, on Interstate Commerce Commission’s Ex Parte No. 393, Sub-No.1, July 1986.


Testimony before the Public Utilities Commission of the State of Oregon on inverted rate structures on behalf of the Pacific Power & Light company, January 1986.

Rebuttal Testimony before the California Public Utilities Commission on San Onofre nuclear plants on behalf of Southern California Edison Company, January 1986 and En Banc Proceeding, February 1986.

Testimony before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma on economic principles applicable to access charges, Cause No. 29321 on behalf of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, September 1985.

Testimony before the California Public Utilities Commission on regulatory principles applicable to prudence determinations on behalf of Southern California Edison Company, August 1985.

Testimony before the Corporation Commission of the State of Oklahoma on development of intrastate access charges, Cause No. 28309 on behalf of Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, May 1985.

Verified Statement before the Interstate Commerce Commission, Docket No. 38783 on behalf of Omaha Public Power District, on the grouping of captive shippers for purposes of applying a stand-alone cost test of contested rail rates, November 1984.

Testimony before the House Public Policy and Veterans Affairs Committee of the Indiana General Assembly on behalf of the Indiana Telephone Association, October 25, 1984.

Testimony before the Iowa State Commerce Commission, Docket No. INU-84-6, Investigation into competition in communications services and facilities, October 18, 1984.

Testimony and rebuttal testimony on current cash support for construction and the reorientation of regulatory policy before the Maine Public Utilities Commission, in the matter of Central Maine Power Company’s proposed increase in rates, Docket No. 84-120, August 1984 and February 1985.


Verified Statement before the Interstate Commerce Commission, Docket No. 39687, on behalf of Platte River Power Authority, on the proper definition of the cost of capital for purposes of applying a stand-alone cost test of contested rail rates, July 1984.


Testimony on telephone rate structures before the Colorado Public Utilities Commission for Mountain States Telephone & Telegraph Company, May 27, 1983; the California Public Utilities
Commission, for Pacific Telephone & Telegraph Company, August 18, 1983; the Missouri Public Service Commission, September 8, 1983; and Texas Public Service Commission, September 19, 1983, for Southwestern Bell Company.

Testimony before the Utility Diversification Committee of the Legislature of the State of New Mexico, September 2, 1982.

Testimony before the Ad Hoc Committee on Utility Diversification, National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, May 6, 1982.


Testimony before the State of Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control on methods of regulating rates for basic television cable service, March 9, 1982.


Testimony before the Public Utilities Commission of the State of California, for Pacific Power & Light Company on methods of allocating aggregate revenue requirements, September 24, 1981.
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EDUCATION:

CARNEGIE-MELLON UNIVERSITY  
Ph.D., Economics, 1969  Ford Foundation Doctoral Fellowship

UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA WHARTON SCHOOL  
M.B.A., Finance and Operations Research, 1964, with Distinction

ST. MARY'S COLLEGE, MINNESOTA  
B.A., Mathematics, 1962, Cum Laude

EMPLOYMENT:

NATIONAL ECONOMIC RESEARCH ASSOCIATES, INC.  
1983-  Special Consultant

JOHNSON GRADUATE SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT,  
CORNELL UNIVERSITY
1977-  Professor of Finance and Business Strategy  
       Clifford H. Whitcomb Faculty Fellow (1993-94)  
       Mobil Corporation Scholar (1991)
1994-95  Director, Managerial Skills Program
1979-1982  Director, Public Program
1972-1977  Associate Professor
1969-1972  Assistant Professor
1967-1969  Lecturer

UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT
1978-1980  Advisor to Secretary and Deputy Secretary, Department of Energy, on Alaska  
       Natural Gas Transportation System (ANGTS)
1977  Special Assistant to James R. Schlesinger, Executive Office of the President (6  
       month leave from Cornell University)
       from Cornell University)

ACADEMIC ACTIVITIES AND INTERESTS:

Professor Hass' fields of interest are energy and regulatory economics and policy, applied  
microeconomics, managerial and capital market finance, public financial management, security  
analysis and investment management, and business strategy and policy. He teaches courses in  
managerial finance, security analysis and investment management, energy and public policy, and  
business strategy and policy.
OTHER ACTIVITIES:

1996       Visiting Professor, Vienna Institute, Vienna Austria
1995-1996  Visiting Professor, KOC University, Istanbul, Turkey
1994-1995  Visiting Professor, University of Agriculture, Nitra, Slovakia
1993-1994  Visiting Professor, LETI-Lovanium MBA Program, Electro-Technical University, St. Petersburg (Russia)
1990-1995  Visiting Professor, International Management Institute-Kiev (Ukraine)
1990-present Faculty Member, Graduate School of Business, Zurich (Switzerland)
1990       Visiting Professor, Katholieke Universiteit Leuven (Belgium)
1982-1983  Member, Government Accounting Office, Review Panel on Alternatives to ANGTS
1979-1980  Chairman, LNG Import Advisory Committee, U.S. Congress Office of Technology Assessment
1968- present Lecturer and Coordinator, Executive Development Program, Cornell University

CONTRIBUTIONS TO BOOKS:


PUBLISHED ARTICLES AND STUDIES:


"Equity Flotation Cost Adjustments in Cost of Service Pricing," Public Utilities Fortnightly, March 1, 1984 (with H. Bierman, Jr.).


"Inflation, Equity, Efficiency and the Regulatory Pricing of Electricity," Public Policy, Summer 1975 (with H. Bierman, Jr.).


"Are High Cut-Off Rates a Fallacy?" Financial Executive, June 1973 (with H. Bierman, Jr.).


"Optimal Taxing for the Abatement of Water Pollution," Water Resources Research, April 1970.


CONGRESSIONAL TESTIMONIES, PRESENTED PAPERS, AND MAJOR REPORTS:


"Responsible Regulation of Return on Equity." Finance Division Annual Meeting of the Edison Electric Institute, May 12, 1977, New York.


"The Electric Utility Rate Reform and Regulation Improvement Act," *Hearings before the Subcommittee on Energy and Power and the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce.* April 7, 1976.


TESTIMONY BEFORE REGULATORY AGENCIES:

September, 1996  New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the Company's cost of equity capital (supplemental).

August, 1996  New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the Company's cost of equity capital.


May, 1995
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on behalf of Refinery Holding Company regarding various tariff issues for Chevron Pipe Line Company (APS) (supplemental).

March, 1995
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on behalf of Refinery Holding Company regarding various tariff issues for Chevron Pipe Line Company (APS).

December, 1994
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities on behalf of Comcast (multiple) regarding the cost of capital.

November, 1994
Connecticut Department of Public Utility Control on behalf of Comcast Cablevision regarding the cost of capital (Affidavit).

November, 1994
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities on behalf of Garden State Cablevision regarding the cost of capital.

June, 1994

December, 1993
New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the cost of common equity.

December, 1992
New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the cost of common equity.

December, 1991
New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the cost of common equity.

January, 1991
New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Multiple Intervenors regarding the cost of common equity and target cash interest coverage ratio for Rochester Gas & Electric.

February, 1990
Illinois Commerce Commission on behalf of Illinois Power Company regarding the cost of common equity and the proper capital structure to use in ratemaking.

February, 1990
New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Multiple Intervenors regarding the cost of common equity and target cash interest coverage ratio for Rochester Gas & Electric.

November, 1989
New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Multiple Intervenors regarding the cost of common equity and target cash interest coverage ratio for Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation.
October, 1989  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on behalf of the State of Alaska regarding the proper capital structure and rates of return on debt and equity for the Endicott Pipeline Company.

April, 1989  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on behalf of Air Transport Association of America regarding the profitability of Buckeye Pipe Line Company, L.P., and the ability of the Commission to rely upon market forces in place of active regulation.

October, 1988  New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Multiple Intervenors regarding the cost of common equity and target cash interest coverage ratio for Central Hudson Gas & Electric Corporation.


June, 1987  South Dakota Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Otter Tail Power Company regarding the cost of common equity.

March, 1987  New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the cost of common equity to the company under different Shoreham and Nine Mile Point II status scenarios.

November, 1986  Minnesota Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Otter Tail Power Company regarding the cost of common equity.

November, 1986  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on behalf of the State of Alaska regarding the proper capital structure and rates of return on debt and equity for the Kuparuk Transportation Company.

August, 1985  California Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Pacific Gas & Electric Company regarding the costs and benefits to customers from different interim tariffs for the Diablo Canyon plant.

February, 1985  New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the cost of common equity to the company under different Shoreham status scenarios.

January, 1985  Illinois Commerce Commission on behalf of Illinois Power Company regarding the cost of common equity and the effects on the costs of capital of phasing construction work-in-progress in rate base.

November, 1984  Maine Public Utilities Commission on behalf of Central Maine Power Company regarding the cost of common equity.

October, 1984  Arizona Corporation Commission on behalf of Arizona Public Service regarding an operating incentive system for the Company’s base load units.
February, 1984  Arizona Corporation Commission on behalf of Arizona Public Service regarding the use of incentive systems for electric utilities.

January, 1984  New York State Public Service Commission on behalf of Long Island Lighting Company regarding the cost of common equity.

January, 1984  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission on behalf of the State of Alaska and the Department of Justice on the methodology of setting tariffs for the Trans-Alaska Oil Pipeline.

December, 1983  Department of Public Utility Control on behalf of United Cable Television of Connecticut regarding proper ratemaking and cost of equity.

May, 1983  Illinois Commerce Commission on behalf of Illinois Power Company regarding customers' costs and benefits from permitting construction work in progress in rate base.


March, 1979  Testimony before the Philadelphia Gas Commission relating to proper practices for service termination, billing, and other customer-related activities of the Philadelphia Gas Works.

September, 1976  Before the Federal Power Commission on behalf of the Commission Staff regarding the determination of the fair market value and net salvage value of a pipeline proposed to be abandoned from gas transmission service.

TESTIMONY BEFORE COURTS:

June, 1994  Long Island Lighting Company v. The Assessor and the Board of Assessment for the Town of Brookhaven, et al, Supreme Court of the State of New York, County of Suffolk. Testified regarding the maximum economic values and percent conditions of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station for the years 1984 through 1991.


August, 1990  Long Island Lighting Company v. The Assessor and the Board of Assessment for the Town of Brookhaven, et al, Supreme Court of the State
of New York, County of Suffolk. Testified regarding the maximum economic values and percent conditions of the Shoreham Nuclear Power Station for the years 1976 through 1983.


July, 1984  Exxon Corporation v. The United States, U.S. Claims Court. Filed expert report and testified on behalf of Exxon regarding valuation of refining and marketing assets seized in Cuba.
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Brenda Durham
April 16, 1997

Re: Finance Docket No. 33388, CSX and Norfolk Southern -- Control and Lease -- Conrail

Dear Secretary Williams:

On behalf of Canadian National Railway Company, enclosed are the signed original and 25 copies of its (1) Response in Opposition to Petition For Waiver of Three-Month Notice Requirement (CN-4), and (2) Response in Opposition to Petition For Protective Order (CN-5). For your convenience, a 3.5-inch floppy diskette in Wordperfect 5.1 is enclosed.

Kindly stamp the enclosed additional copy of this letter at the time of filing and return it to our messenger.

Sincerely yours,

L. John Osborn

Enclosures

cc:   Director David M. Konschnik
      Administrative Law Judge Leventhal
      Counsel for all parties
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Chief Legal Officer and Corporate Secretary
Canadian National Railway Company
935 de La Gauchetiere Street West
16th Floor
Montreal, Quebec
H3B 2M9
(514) 399-2100

L. John Osborn
Douglas E. Rosenthal
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Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal
1301 K Street, N.W.
Suite 600 East
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 408-6351

Attorneys for:
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY COMPANY

Dated: April 16, 1997
BEFORE THE
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD

Finance Docket No. 33388

CSX CORPORATION AND CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC., NORFOLK SOUTHERN CORPORATION AND NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY -- CONTROL AND OPERATING LEASES/AGREEMENTS -- CONRAIL INC. AND CONSOLIDATED RAIL CORPORATION -- TRANSFER OF RAILROAD LINE BY NORFOLK SOUTHERN RAILWAY COMPANY TO CSX TRANSPORTATION, INC.

CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY COMPANY'S RESPONSE IN OPPOSITION TO PETITION FOR PROTECTIVE ORDER (CSX/NS-3)

Canadian National Railway Company ("CN") hereby responds to the Petition For Protective Order, filed on April 10, 1997 by CSX, NS and Conrail (CSX/NS-3). For the reasons set forth below, the Board should invite comments from all parties before issuing a Protective Order, so that important issues relating to the exchange of information between "arch competitors" can be properly addressed.

CN recognizes that the Board's practice in recent cases has been to issue a Protective Order without awaiting comments from other parties. Under such an approach, a party

1 Unless the context indicates otherwise, "CSX" will embrace both CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc., "NS" will embrace both Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company, and "Conrail" will embrace both Conrail Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation.
opposed to certain terms of the Protective Order must file a petition for reconsideration, reopening, or modification of the order. For a number of reasons, such an approach would be inappropriate and prejudicial in this proceeding, which raises issues different from those presented in prior railroad merger cases.

The critical distinction in this case is that CSX and NS are "arch competitors" who are not proposing to merge, but instead are collaborating in an effort to acquire and divide a third competitor, Conrail. In other words, CSX and NS are principal competitors today, and the competition between them necessarily must be preserved -- or even intensified -- both during and after the merger proceeding, even if the Board approves the proposed transaction. The instant case is quite different from prior mergers considered by the Board, in which the applicants sharing information in order to submit an application were proposing to become one company upon issuance of a Board decision approving the proposed merger. In UPSP, for example, UPRR and SPRR had competing operations in certain markets. They necessarily collaborated in the preparation of an application, but the entire thrust of the proposed transaction, as ultimately approved by the Board, was that competition between UPRR and SPRR did not, under the appropriate conditions, need to be preserved. In the instant case, no party -- and certainly not the Applicants themselves -- would argue that competition between CSX and NS should be diminished in any way, even if the proposed transaction is approved. The intensive pre-merger and post-merger competitive relationship between the joint applicants, CSX and NS, makes it necessary to craft the terms of any Protective Order with extreme care.
The Protective Order proposed by Applicants is ambiguous at best, and silent at worst, as to the appropriateness of, and need for, exchanges of confidential, competitively sensitive information between CSX and NS. In this regard, we refer not merely to competitively sensitive Conrail information obtained by CSX directly from Conrail, competitively sensitive Conrail information obtained by NS directly from Conrail, or even the exchange of competitively sensitive Conrail information between CSX and NS. Even beyond such exchanges of Conrail information, the proposed Protective Order would permit the transfer of competitively sensitive CSX information to NS, and the transfer of competitively sensitive NS information to CSX.

The proposed Protective Order contains no limitations whatsoever on the identities, positions and numbers of CSX and NS personnel who could obtain competitively sensitive information from their company's arch competitor. The only limitation on such exchanges of information is a requirement that the exchange be "for the purpose of preparing for or participating in the Proceedings, but not for any other business, commercial, or other competitive purpose . . . ." This is a determination that CSX and NS personnel would make unilaterally, with no standards to govern their determination. The Board and other parties would have no knowledge of the type or scope of information exchanges CSX and NS elect to engage in. Finally, it would be up to the individual CSX and NS personnel who receive sensitive information from their chief competitor to refrain -- if, indeed, this would be humanly possible -- from subsequently using such information for "commercial" purposes in the ordinary course of their work.
In these circumstances, the potential for misuse of competitively sensitive information is quite great. CSX and NS marketing personnel could freely exchange the most sensitive information as to prices and other terms on which transportation is provided. The nature of such exchanges would be hidden from their customers and from other parties. Yet during and after the current merger case, these same personnel would be expected to compete aggressively with each other, while somehow blotting from their minds the sensitive information they obtained from their participation in the merger case. Ironically, the Board imposes much more stringent limitations on access to the Waybill Sample, which contains competitively sensitive information and, in its "raw" form, generally is not made available to in-house railroad personnel, and certainly is not made available to railroad marketing personnel.

Before a Protective Order is adopted in this case, the Board should invite further comments -- including comments from Applicants themselves -- regarding the extent to which CSX and NS really need to directly exchange any of their own competitively sensitive information in order to prepare an application. If CSX and NS are indeed to remain vigorous competitors after any Board decision approving the proposed merger, do CSX and NS really need to collaborate in projecting the results of such post-merger competition? Do CSX and NS intend to make joint assumptions as to the post-merger rate levels and service offerings of both companies? Is such a collaboration really necessary or desirable?

Access by CSX and NS personnel to competitively sensitive Conrail information appears to present somewhat lesser risks, and may be more necessary to the preparation of an application. The application, at least, will propose that Conrail be subsumed into its two
competitors in the event of a favorable Board decision, making the CSX-Conrail and NS-Conrail exchanges somewhat more like the UPRR-SPRR exchanges that took place in *UPSP*. But it is important to remember that the Board ultimately may deny the proposed acquisition of Conrail by CSX and NS, or may impose conditions deemed unacceptable to Applicants, in which case the merger would not be consummated. It is important to ensure that, in such circumstances, future competition among CSX, NS and Conrail will not have been compromised. Accordingly, the Board should invite all parties to comment as to the appropriateness of placing some limitations on the transfer of competitively sensitive Conrail information to CSX and NS.

The Board also should consider whether antitrust immunity would extend to all or any of the exchanges of competitively sensitive information that may occur under the Protective Order in this case, and whether the availability of such immunity would depend upon whether the merger application is approved or denied. Applicants presumably will argue that, at least in the event the merger is consummated pursuant to a favorable Board decision, all information exchanges undertaken in furtherance of the merger approval process would be entitled to antitrust immunity. The likelihood that Applicants would claim antitrust immunity in such circumstances underscores the need for a Protective Order that contains appropriate safeguards. The Protective Order should permit only information exchanges that are necessary to the process of Board review, and should establish a "bright line" between proper and improper exchanges. The Protective Order proposed by Applicants fails to do so, particularly in the context of a collaboration between principal post-merger competitors.
Finally, it is extremely important that the Board invite comments in order to afford full consideration of these issues before issuing a Protective Order. It would be unfair to deny other parties a reasonable opportunity to comment on the proposed order, and require them instead to seek to overturn an effective Board decision. In addition, if an inappropriate Protective Order were issued at this time, competitively damaging information exchanges would be sanctioned by the Board, and potentially would receive antitrust immunity that could not subsequently be withdrawn. Allowing a brief period for comments will give the Board and all parties an opportunity to consider the changes that should be made to the proposed Protective Order, given the novel circumstances of this case.  

Conclusion

For all of these reasons, the Board should invite comments on the proposed Protective Order so as to ensure that the order ultimately adopted contains appropriate safeguards reflecting the special circumstances of this case.

---

2 If additional time is allowed for comments, CN will provide a more detailed analysis of these issues than has been possible in the short time since the pending petition was filed.
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Dated: April 16, 1997
Canadian National Railway Company ("CN") hereby responds to the Petition For Waiver of 49 C.F.R. § 1108.4(b)(1), filed on April 10, 1997 by CSX, NS and Conrail (CSX/NS-2).¹ For the reasons set forth here, the Board should not grant the waiver on the terms requested by Applicants.

At the outset, there are good reasons to question the need for any waiver of the 3-month notice requirement and any expedition of the Board's merger review process. The only

¹ Unless the context indicates otherwise, "CSX" will embrace both CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation, Inc., "NS" will embrace both Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company, and "Conrail" will embrace both Conrail Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation.
justification for a waiver offered by Applicants is their voluntary decision to make a total cash outlay of over $10 billion "up front." Putting aside for the moment the prudence of this decision, it clearly is one that is entirely of the Applicants' own making, and should not dictate the schedule of proceedings before the Board.²

Any waiver of the 3-month notice requirement would cut into time needed by the Board and all parties to deal with a transaction of the size and scope proposed in this proceeding. Applicants themselves undoubtedly have a great deal of work to do in order to prepare a proper application, and may well need at least three full months. Indeed, even though they seek a waiver, Applicants do not state that they will file the application before July 10; instead, they merely say that they "hope to file their application as much as four or five weeks earlier . . ." than July 10. (Notice of Intent at 4). The pre-filing notice period also is needed by other parties, who in just the last few days have received only preliminary information as to the proposed terms of the CSX/NS "carve up" of Conrail.

If there is to be any expedition whatsoever of the Conrail merger proceedings, however, it is better that it come during the period when the application is being prepared, rather than during the period when the application is being analyzed, responded to and acted upon by the agency with responsibility to decide this matter. Thus, if Applicants truly believe that they can prepare and submit a proper application prior to July 10, any resulting waiver of the pre-filing notice requirement should not set a precedent for truncating the 365-day procedural schedule earlier adopted by the Board for considering a proposed Conrail merger.

² CN reserves the right to comment further on the proposal of Applicants to pay the over $10 billion cash consideration "up front," as this proposal may bear upon the procedural schedule and other aspects of the merger proceedings.
The post-filing procedural schedule, as to which the Board presumably will invite further comments, instead should reflect the need for careful consideration of the important issues raised by this merger proposal, and should take into account any shortening of the 3-month notice requirement that may have been granted.

Finally, a complete and open-ended waiver of the 3-month notice requirement, as requested by Applicants, is inappropriate and would be prejudicial to all other parties. A complete waiver theoretically would permit the application to be filed next week, or at any time after issuance of the waiver decision. This would permit far more expedition than Applicants even claim to need, since they merely "hope" to file on approximately two months' notice. But it would create considerable uncertainty for the Board and for other parties, who conceivably could be faced with a "surprise" filing of the application five or six weeks from now. Thus, if the Board is inclined to grant any waiver, it should not grant a complete waiver, and instead should preserve a minimal notice period -- certainly not less than two months -- so that the agency and other interested parties will be better able to plan for the filing of the application.

Conclusion

For all of these reasons, the Board either should deny the waiver or should limit the waiver so as to require notice of not less than two months.
Respectfully submitted,

Jean Pierre Ouellet
Chief Legal Officer and Corporate Secretary
Canadian National Railway Company
935 de La Gauchetiere Street West
16th Floor
Montreal, Quebec
H3B 2M9
(514) 399-2100

L. John Osborn
Douglas E. Rosenthal
Amber C. Haskett
Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal
1301 K Street, N.W.
Suite 600 East
Washington, D.C. 20005
(202) 408-6351

Attorneys for:
CANADIAN NATIONAL RAILWAY COMPANY

Dated: April 16, 1997
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L. John Osborn
April 16, 1997

Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Office of the Secretary
Case Control Branch
ATTN: STB Finance Docket No. 33388
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001

Re: CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation Inc. Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company – Control and Operating Leases/Agreements – Conrail, Inc and Consolidated Rail Corporation – Transfer of Line By Norfolk Southern Railway Company To CSX Transportation Inc., Finance Docket No. 33388

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed are an original and twenty-five (25) copies of Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad Company’s Notice of Intent to Participate for filing in the above-referenced proceeding. An additional copy is enclosed for file stamp and return with our messenger. Please note that a copy of this pleading is also enclosed on a 3.5-inch diskette in WordPerfect 5.1 format.

Sincerely,

Alicia M. Serfaty

AMS/11b
encl; a/s
cc: Applicants’ Representatives

Entered
Office of the Secretary
APR 17 1997
Part of Public Record
NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE

Please enter the appearance of the undersigned counsel on behalf of the Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad Company ("PBL"), which intends to participate and become a party of record in this proceeding. Pursuant to 49 C.F.R. § 1104.12, service of all documents filed in this proceeding should be made upon the undersigned.

Dated: April 16, 1997

Respectfully submitted,

Charles A. Sajetnik
Alicia M. Serfaty
HOPKINS & SUTTER
888 Sixteenth Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 835-8000

Counsel for Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad Company
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on April 16, 1997, a copy of the foregoing Philadelphia Belt Line Railroad Company's Notice Of Intent To Participate was served by first-class, U.S. mail, postage prepaid upon the following:

James C. Bishop, Jr.
William C. Wooldridge
James L. Howe, III
Robert J. Cooney
George A. Aspatore
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Three Commercial Place
Norfolk, VA 23510-9241

Richard A. Allen, Esquire
James A. Calderwood
Andrew R. Plump
John V. Edwards
Zuckert, Scoult & Rasenberger, L.L.P.
888 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-3939

John M. Nannes
Scot B. Hutchins
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
1440 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-2111

Mark G. Aron
Peter J. Shudtz
CSX Corporation
One James Center
902 East Cary Street
Richmond, VA 23129

P. Michael Giftos
Paul R. Hitchcock
CSX Transportation, Inc.
500 Water Street
Speed Code J-120
Jacksonville, FL 32202

Dennis G. Lyons, Esquire
Richard L. Rosen
Paul T. Denis
Arnold & Porter
555 12th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-1202

Samuel M. Sipe, Jr.
Timothy M. Walsh
Steptoe & Johnson LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20036-1795

Timothy T. O'Toole
Constance L. Abrams
Consolidated Rail Corporation
Two Commerce Square
2001 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Paul A. Cunningham, Esquire
Harkins Cunningham
Suite 600
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
April 16, 1997

Vernon A. Williams, Secretary
Office of the Secretary
Case Control Branch
ATTN: STB Finance Docket No. 33388
Surface Transportation Board
1925 K Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20423-0001

Re: CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation Inc. Norfolk Southern Corporation and Norfolk Southern Railway Company - Control and Operating Leases/Agreements - Conrail, Inc and Consolidated Rail Corporation - Transfer of Line By Norfolk Southern Railway Company To CSX Transportation Inc., Finance Docket No. 33388

Dear Secretary Williams:

Enclosed are an original and twenty-five (25) copies of New York City Economic Development Corporation's Notice of Intent to Participate for filing in the above-referenced proceeding. An additional copy is enclosed for file stamp and return with our messenger. Please note that a copy of this pleading is also enclosed on a 3.5-inch diskette in WordPerfect 5.1 format.

Sincerely,

Alicia M. Serfaty

AMS/1ib
encl; a/s
cc: Applicants' Representatives
Before The
SURFACE TRANSPORTATION BOARD
Washington, D.C.

Finance Docket No. 33388

CSX Corporation and CSX Transportation Inc.
Norfolk Southern Corporation and
Norfolk Southern Railway Company
-- Control and Operating Leases/Agreements --
Conrail, Inc. and Consolidated Rail Corporation --
Transfer of Line By Norfolk Southern Railway Company
To CSX Transportation Inc.

NOTICE OF INTENT TO PARTICIPATE

Please enter the appearance of the undersigned counsel on behalf of the New York City Economic Development Corporation ("NYCEDC"), acting on behalf of the City of New York, New York, which intends to participate and become a party of record in this proceeding. Pursuant to 49 C.F.R. § 1104.12, service of all documents filed in this proceeding should be made upon the undersigned.

Dated: April 16, 1997

Respectfully submitted,

Charles A. Spuhlnik
Alicia M. Serfaty
HOPKINS & SUTTER
888 Sixteenth Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 835-8000

Counsel for New York City Economic Development Corporation, acting on behalf of the City of New York, New York
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that on April 16, 1997, a copy of the foregoing New York City Economic Development Corporation's Notice Of Intent To Participate was served by first-class, U.S. mail, postage prepaid upon the following:

James C. Bishop, Jr.
William C. Wooldridge
James L. Howe, III
Robert J. Cooney
George A. Aspatore
Norfolk Southern Corporation
Three Commercial Place
Norfolk, VA 23510-9241

Richard A. Allen, Esquire
James A. Calderwood
Andrew R. Plump
John V. Edwards
Zuckert, Scoultt & Rasenberger, L.L.P.
888 Seventeenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006-3939

John M. Nannes
Scot B. Hutchins
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
1440 New York Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005-2111

Mark G. Aron
Peter J. Shudtz
CSX Corporation
One James Center
902 East Cary Street
Richmond, VA 23129

P. Michael Giftos
Paul R. Hitchcock
CSX Transportation, Inc.
500 Water Street
Speed Code J-120
Jacksonville, FL 32202

Dennis G. Lyons, Esquire
Richard L. Rosen
Paul T. Denis
Arnold & Porter
555 12th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20004-1202

Samuel M. Sipe, Jr.
Timothy M. Walsh
Steptoe & Johnson LLP
1330 Connecticut Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20036-1795

Timothy T. O'Toole
Constance L. Abrams
Consolidated Rail Corporation
Two Commerce Square
2001 Market Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Paul A. Cunningham, Esquire
Harkins Cunningham
Suite 600
1300 Nineteenth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

[Signature]
Alicia M. Serfaty